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PIANO-FORTE INSTRUCIDR,
INCLUDING
Pleasing and Attractive Examples, and Duets for
Teacher and Pupil, by the Author; and
other Illustrations taken from
Authentic Resources,
PUPIL'S LESSON BOOK.
",
JAMES HAMILTON HOWE,
Op. 15.
Price 10 Cents. $1.00 per Dozen.
The object of this work Is to systemize practice and stimulate the
student to better study. It contains a record of the pupil's work
aud assigns a place for Tedhnic, Etudes and Pieces, with the
degrees of merit of their preparation. The date of each lesson is
also given, and in the back of the little book are four blank forms
for quarterly reports, which will be found very useful.
Address the Publisher,
THEO. PRESSER,
1704 Chestnut Street, Philadw.hia, Pa.
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ISn EDITION.)
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This Technic comprises, bpsides the usual Scales,
g
eggios, Double Thirds an# Sixths ; a large number of
ixercises for special finger and wrist development ; also
for increasing the stretching capacity of the hand and
strengthening the weak portions of the same. F-xer-
,
'
. 0f great value, from the writings of the highest
\ 'I dern German and French authority, have been added
ORGAN, PIANO-FORTE ASD MUSICAL THEORY.
MB. E. M. BOWMAN
(Late 6f St. Louis),
Editor of the “Weitzman Musical Theory,” Essays on Piano-forte
Touch, etc., begs to announce that after September 1st he will receive
his pupils, through the courtesy of Mosers. Steinway * Sons,
AT STEINWAY HALL, NEW YORK.
Pupils received also at his residence in Newark, N. J. Theory lessons
individually, in Claeses, or by correspondence.
,na«e devoted to Lateral Motion is worth more tlu.n
ta price oil." 4gzen £opi' of
*’.j whole work. The
r ges containing tuu yT'.'vr., . ..ts and Lmbellishments
fiord a fine reference for either the student or amateur.
The Technic, by its completeness, supplies a long-
cknowledged need in the student life.
PUBLISHED BT
THEO. PRESSER, 1704 Chestnut St., Phila.
FOUR VALUABLE PAMPHLETS:
“The Practical Value of Certain Modern Theories respecting
Science of Harmony.” By J. C. Fillmore, Author of
tory of Music, ’
“What Shall we Play, or Musical Education in the Home.
Letters to a Lady Friend. By Carl lteinecke. Translated
by John Rehmann, ; cw '
»
« Advice to Young Students of Piano-forte.” A collection of about
60 rules for beginners. By Albert W. Borst, 10 cts.
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No. 23 Union Square, New York.
PIANISTS!—4 work containing the principles
of Octavo playing endorsed by CARL 1AU8SIG and
HANS VON BULOW, and taught by the first pianists of
Europe and America. You are earnestly requested to
examine and introduce to your pupils, viz
:
A. D. TURNER’S
Elements of Modern Octavo Playing.
New Edition, Revised and Enlarged.
“We confidently assert it to be the most practical and
useful treatment of the subject of octavo playing we have
ever seen.
u
—(The Etude, Phila., Pa.)''
This work introduces all forms of octavo playing ; has
30 graduated studies of a pleasing character, and is
endorsed by the press and profession without reserve.
Part I. Principles.—With 20 Studies in Illustra-
tions
Part II. TT-n Octavo Studies.—Of medium diffi-
culty 1-50
Complete, Parts I and II 3-w
2 Preludes and Fugues in Octaves 1*00
CONSERVATORY MUSIC STORE,
FRANKLIN SQUARE, BOSTON, MASS.
©aaseal ggairy Mi&agmlat©,
KEY WEST, FLA.
Conducted by the Sisters of the Holy Names of Jesus and Mary.
This Institution is pleasantly situated half a mile from the City, and
commands a beautiful view of the Ocean. The course of study com-
prises all the usual branches of an English education, in which French,
Music, Drawiug, Painting, and all kinds of Needle work are included.
For further particulars, apply to the Superioress.
SCHOOL OF MUSIC,
DE PAUW UNIVERSITY, GREENCASTLE, IND.
Instruction given in all Departments of Music.
Pupil Classica Artist, Choral and Orchestral Concerts.
Solo, Duet, Trio, Quartette, Ensemble and
Oratorio Work.
FIVE COURSES OF STUDY.
Room, Board. Practice and Sheet Music at reasonable rates.
For Circulars, appiy to
JAMES H. HOWE, DEAN, GHEENCASTLE, IND.
For Circulars of other University Departments, apply to
President, Alexander Martin, D.D., I.L.D., College of Liberal Arts,
Kev. S. L. Bowman, a.m , s.T.D., Dean of School of Theology.
Hon. Alexander C. Downey, ll.d., Dean of School of Law.
Henry A. Mills, Dean of School of Art.
Samuel S. Parr, “ Normal School.
i
American Conservatory of Music,
WEBER MUSIC HALL, CHICAGO.
This institution offers the best facilities for a thorough musical
education. The Faculty consists of eminent artists and instructors,
who have received their musical training both in this country ana
abroad. The course of study is thorough, systematic and compre-
hensive.
J. J. HATTSTAEDT, Director.
Catalogues mailed free on application.
MME. RIVE-KING.
Time rapidly filling for Season of 87-88. Par-
ties wishing to arrange for Recitals or Concerts,
please address,
MME. RIVE-KING,
CHICKERING HALL, N. Y.
T ESSOFS given by Mail in Harmony, Counterpoint and Musical .
-i-i> Form. Standard text-books used. Thorough instruction may be
depended on. Address
_ „ ,
C. P. HOFFMAN, Flemi noton, N. J.
Director of Music in Bordentoum (N. J.) Female College.
JUBSON INSTITUTE
SCHOOL OF MUSIC,
MARION, ALA.
New Music Hall, containing 30 comfortable practice and teaching
rooms. Large 3-Mauual Pipe Organ just erected in Con-
cert Hall. Highest advantages in Letters, Sciences, and Art. Loca-
tion high and healthful. A delightful Southern Home. For infor-
mation, apply to f
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PIANO METHODS.
Mann’s New Elementary School. Boards, $2.60.
Mann’s Method embodies all the latest improvements in teaching, and
to certain to make good piano player* of all who strictly follow its pre-
cepts It is comprehensive, progressive and pleaaiug.and removes many
difficulties which are apt to be encountered. Its melodious exercises
and studies advance and interest the pupil, lighten the labor and save
the time of the teacher. The ability to read music is readily imparted
and the pupil is advanced as fast as a thorough knowledge of the subject
will admit Thousands of copies have been sold, and in every case
teachers and pupils continue to use and recommend it in preference to
any other work.
Getze’s New Method for the Piano-forte.
m Boards, $2. / 5.
Getze’s New Method for the Piano-forte is offered to the musical
public as the fruit of many years of labor in teaching, and careful study
of every other method and system of instruction for the Piano-forte.
ORGAN BOOKS.
New Themes and Modern Gems. Vols. 1, 2 and 3.
Albert W. Berg. . . . Boards, each $2.00.
A large proportion of the music jn this excellent work is selected from
the best compositions of Wagner, Barnby, Sullivan, Millard, Thomas
and other distinguished writers, and is now, for the, first time, adapted
for the organ. It contains a large variety of Gems for Soft Stops, Pre-
ludes Postludes, II v inn Tunes, Wedding and National Music, Requiems,
etc each piece containing the proper registration, and being adapted for
the Church (Pipe) or Cabinet Organ. This work will prove invaluable
to any one desiring a collection of attractive and effective music.
Zundel’s First Year on the Organ. Paper, $1.00.
G. SCHIRIHER,
Publisher and Importer,
35 UNION SQUARE,
NEW YORK.
Novello, Ewer & Co.,
MUSIC PUBLISHERS,
OF LONDON.
American Branch Establishment, 129 5th Ave.,
NEW YORK.
60
60
75
This invaluable work for beginners on the Pipe Organ abounds in
time lessons and exercises for all the foot movements in pedaling, and
•outains a pleasing selection of Voluntaries.
THEORETICAL WORKS.
Weitzman’s Manual of Musical Theory. Cloth, $2. 50.
Tills latest contribution to tho most important branch of music litera-
ture is the ripe result of years of thought and experience of the foremost
music theorist living. Of all works on the subject, this is at once the
most exhaustive in treatment and popular in style; it should be in the
hands of every student; as a book of reference on disputed points.it
will be found remarkably clear and convincing, and will eventually
supplant every other work on the subject.
Wyman’s Text-Book. Boards, $ .40; Cloth; $ .50.
A complete system of musical notation, adapted to the wants of
beginners on the Piano-forte and American Organ. Together with rules
for lingering the scales, practical hints to the pupil in regard to the
hours i id mode of practice, position of the body, arms, hands, etc., etc.
Sieber’s Art of Singing. 175 pages. Cloth, $1.50.
Translated from the German of Prof. Ferdinand Sibber, with an
original chapter on tho Hygiene of the Voice, by Dr. F. Seeder. All
who, desire to sing acceptably to others, and with ease to themselves,
should study this very able treatise on the Human Voice—used and
highly recommended by many of the best teachers.
SACRED MUSIC.
Holden’s Sacred Music. Boards, $2.00; Cloth, $2.50.
An entirely new und valuable collection of Solos, Duets, Trios and
Quartettes, selected and arranged from the best composers, together
with original music, by Albert J. Holden.
Sunday Readings. By Albert W. Berg
Boards, $1.50.
* collection of Sacred Pieces, selected and transcribed from the ancient
and modern masters, for tho Piano-forte, the intention being to
supply
a very desirable class of music calculated for use on
the Sabbath.
Nicboll’s Sacred Quartettes and Anthems.^
^ ^
nrhvinal Compositions. Selections and
Arrangements from Gounod,
Schumann, Abt, Costa, Nicholl, Handel and others.
Adapted for Choir,
and tho Home Circle, by H. W. NiCHOti.
STANDARD THEORETICAL WORKS.
Barrowes, J. F., Piano-forte Primer; containing the Rudi-
ments of Music. (Only correct Ed. with Foreign Finger-
ing.) net, 80 30
— Thorough Baas Primer. New and only correct Edition,
with a key to the Exercises by S. Jackson. Boards net,
Companion to the Thorough Bass Primer. 50 preliminary
Exercises, to which is added a key by S. Jackson. Boards.
net
Bussler, I.., The Theory and Practice of Musical Form.
(See J. H. Cornell.)
Cornell, J. H., A Primer of Tonality. Briefly and clearly
explaining the fundamental Principles of our modern tonal
system. The Scales, Intervals, etc. Adapted a# a prepara-
tion to the Study of Harmony and Music generally. Third
Edition
,
revised and improved. Cloth net,
An easy method of Modulation by means of universal For-
mulas. Cloth net,
Tables of the 24 Major and Minor Keys, or Modulations
classified. (Supplement to “An easy Method of Modula-
tion ”) ......net,
The Theory and Practice of Musical Form, on the Basis of
L. Bubbler’s Musikalische Formenlehre net,
Flirlicla, H., How to Practice on the Piano. Translated by J.
H. Cornell. Boards net,
Goodrich, A. J., Music as a Language; or, The Meaning of
Musical Sounds. Illustrated with Examples from classic
and modern works. Boards net,
Goetschlus, Percy. The Material used in Musical Compo-
sition. A System of Harmony.... net,
Maubt, A., Theory of Counterpoints, Fugue and double Coun-
terpoint. Translated from the original Manuscript by H.
Clarence Eddy. Cloth,
Jadassohn, S., Manual of Harmony. Translated by P. Torek
and H. B. Pasmore net,
I*ang'hans, W., The History of Music in 12 Lectures. Second
enlarged Edition, with Illustrations. Translated by J. H.
Cornell net,
liObe, J. C., Catechism of Music. Now Ed., revised by J. H.
Cornell ••• ..net,
Catechism of Composition. Translated by Fanny Ray-
mond Ritter ....net,
Miiller, C. C., Tables for the Writing of ElemenUry Exer-
cises in the study of Harmony. Arranged in Conformity
with S. Sechter's “ Fundamental Harmony
3d Series. Modulation and Chromatic Alteration.... net,
Niecks, F., A concise Dictionary of Musical Terms....; net.
Parsons, A. It., The Science of Pianoforte Practice. An
Essay on the proper Utilization of Practice Time net,
Panl, Oscar, A Manual of Harmony. Translated by Th.
Baker ne^»
Richter, E. F., Manual of Harmony. Translated by J. P.
Morgan. Cloth ~ .......net,
. Additional Exercises to "Manual of Harmony
”
by A.
Richter. Translated by J. P. Morgan net,
• Manual of simple and double Counterpoint. Translated by
J. P. Morgan. Cloth net,
Treatise on Counterpoint.
1 50
40
2 00
25
75
2 50
..net, 1 60
2 50
1 00
N0VELL0, EWER & CO.’S MUSIC PRIMERS, Edited by DR. STAINER.
I Tlie I»iano-forte. E.Pauer J,?
2. The Rudiments of Music. W. II. Cupnmngs i i
3. The Org»n. Dr. Stainer.................
4. The Harmonium. King Hall
5 Sinking. A. Randegger... j.
.6 Speech in Sons (Singer’s Pronouncing I rimer). A. J.
Ellis
7. Musical Forms. E. Pauer
8. Harmony. Dr. Stainer...
9. Counterpoint. Dr. Bridge
11. Scientific Basis of Mnsic. Dr. Stone
12. Double Counterpoint. Dr. Bridge..............
13. Church Choir Training;. Rev. J. frovitbeck
14. Plain Song. R_ev. T. Helmore
lo Instrumentation. E. Proat..
16! The Elements of the Beautifnl in Music. E.
17 TheVioiin. Berthold Tours —
•
18! Tonic Sol-fa. J. Curwen ••
19 I-ancashire Sol-fa. James Greenwood
10. Composition. Dr. Staiiner......^ «
21. Musical Terms. Stainer and Barrett V)
22. The Violoncello. Jules de Swert... jn
23 Two-part Exercises. James Greenwood 40
24. Rouble Scales. Franklin Taylor. J"
25. Musical Expression. Maihis Lussy 1 ->
26. Solfeggi. F. A. Marshall 4
or, in three parts, each - Ti
27. Organ Accompaniment. Dr. Bridge 75
28. The Cornet. H. Brett
(To be continued.)
Any of the above may be had, strongly bound in boards; price, 25
cents eaeh, extra.
PIANO-FORTE ALBUMS, EDITED BY BERTHOLD TOURS.
75
75
75
75
40
75
40
75
75
40
75
40
40
JUST PEBLISHED.
the college hymn book
MUSIO Selxoted asp Abeakgeb ron Mali
Voices, »t
GUSTAVE 1. STOECKEL, Mus. D.,
Instructor of Mime in Yale College, New
Haven, Coimeetieut.
Thi„ work stands alone as a
collection of English Hymns, with tune,
character or*the form
’which would adapt them solely to the use
of a few trained Bingers. . nn
Sound in Cloth, Price $2.00.
Send your orders to
WM. A. POND & CO.,
25 Union Square, New York.
_
EVERYTHING IN the MUSICAL. L.INEL—
s.,
Cloth
fining, H
Piano-forte
Wagrner, Richard, Beethoven.
Translated by J. P. Morgan.
75
1 00
1 00
1 00
1 00
2 00
2 00
60
2 00
1. Bach. Twenty Compositions
2^ Twenty Compositions..
3. Twenty Compositions..
40
40
40
1 60
40
40
40
. 1 50
net, 2 00
The simple and complete Primer for the
net,
Translated by A. R. Par-
net,
75
Ward-Jackson, E., Gymnastics for the Fingers and Wrist,
being a System of Gymnastics. With 35 diagrams net,'
40
40
1 50
40'
40
40
40
1 60
40
40
40
1 50
40
40
SONG ALBUMS.
Godard, B., Song Album net,
6 Villanelles (Spring Songs) net,
Grieg*, Kdv., Songs. I Yois. . each .met,
Vols I, II, together, bound in cloth net,
Vols. Ill, IV, together, bound in cloth net,
Jensen, Ad., Songs. 7 voIb. Sop. or Ten., each .n-t,
Alto or Bar., each
The same bound in cloth, each net,
Kjerulf, Halfdan, Songs. 2 Vols., each, net,
Klein, B. O., Album of Songs. Sop. or Ten net,
Alto or Baritone - -ne*>
Lassen, Ed., Songs. 2 Vols. Sop. or Ten., each ....net,
Alto or Baritone, each neL
The Bame bound in cloth, each ....net,
Rubinstein, Ant., Album of Songs net,
The same bound in cloth net,
1 50
7/>
1 00
2 00
2 00
1 00
1 00
1 75
1 50
1 00
1 00
1 00
1 00
1 75
1 00
2 00
The three, bound together in one volume, cloth
4. Handel. Twenty-four Compositions
5. Twenty-four Compositions....
- Twenty-four Compositions
The three, bound together in one volume, cloth
VARIOUS COMPOSERS
7. Fifteen Marches »•* L ^
8. Fifteen Marches ™
9. Fifteen Marches - .
The three, bound together in one volume, cloth 1 50
10. Sixteen Gavottes, Minuets, etc...... 40
11. Sixteen Gavottes, Minuets, etc...... .......
12. Sixteen Gavottes, Minuets, etc.
The three, bound together in one volume, cloth
16. Schweizer. Otto. Eight Scottish Airs (Duets)
17. Spindler, F. Nine Compositions :
18. Nine Compositions
19. Nine Compositions
The three, bound together in one volume, cloth
20. Goetz, H. Lose Blatter. Op. 7.....
21. Lose Blatter. Op. 7
22. Genrebilder. Op. 13
The three, bound together in,on« volume, cloth
23. Riieiiiber^er, J. Seven Compositions
24. Seven Compositions...KS
25. - Seven Compositions 4u
The three, hound together in one volume, cloth 1 50
Tours. B. > - A 1 1 "n,» ”v; ,ri, « ,-v.mmm | r
for piano, 4 hands . go
VaVAL-'ALBUMS.
Beethoven, Sorgs- Vol. •••• 60
Bennett, Sterndn©-
_
Twelve Songs (English and German) 49
J. Ten Songs (Robert Burns ) iCI< U
- tslu ller run! Kossetti) J no
HPjRuther. E. Six Swigs (J). G. Kossetti)
irive Songs (W-. Morris).
Elliott J. W. National Nursery Songs and Khymes. With 65
Illustrations. Paper hoards
The Bame, bound in cloth .)
. Fourteen Songs (Robert Burns)Uay Arthur Hill. Holiday hongs
I.jszt. Twenty Songs "; ••••••.
w' ckcnziCa A. C» Eighteen oougs, in three books, each......
The same, bound together in one volume cloth
Mendelssohn. Song: Completo edition (Gem.a^rand Eng-
lish, paper boards.. ” 1(0
The same, bound m cloth.\V*v.:..' 2 u
• Songs, complete edition, transposed for deep voice, paper
26
DUET ALBUMS.
Abt, Franz, Duet Album. Sop. and Mezzo-Sop. 2 Vols., each
net v
— *
Caracciolo, B., 6 Tuscan Folk Songs. Sop. and Mezzo-Sop.
net....
JLasson, Ed., Duet Album. Sop. and Mezzo-Sop net,
The same bound in cloth - net,
75
75
1 00
2 00
hoards 2 h)
Thesame, bound in cloth 2
Moore. Irish Melodies 1 0
The same, bouDd in cloth s 1 b
Randegger, A. Sacred Songs for Little Singers. Illust’d 1 6
The same, bound in cloth 1 7
Rubinstein, A. Twenty-five Songs 6
Schubert. Twenty Songs for Mezzo-Soprano 6<
Twenty Songs for Contralto 6(
Twenty Songs for Soprano (,(.
Schumann. Myrthen (26 Songs) 6t
Liederkreis (12 Songs) 6C
Vocal Album 1 00
,
The same, bound in cloth 1 75
VARIOUS COMPOSERS.
Old Ireland (Irish Melodies) 1 50
The Sunlight of Soil}?. Collection of Sacred and Moral
Poems, set to Music by the most Eminent Modern Composers.
Illustrated. Bound in Cloth 2 5C
Volkslieder Album. Forty Songs, with English and Ger-
man words 1 00
The same, bound in cloth 1 50
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LESSONS IN MUSICAL HISTORY.
J. C. FILLMORE.
§ 1. THE NATURE AND FUNCTION OF MUSIC.
In the logical order of thought, the considera-
tion of the nature of music naturally precedes the
investigation of its function. But its function
was undoubtedly perceived ages before there was
any thought of investigating its nature on scien-
tific principles. We shall not go astray, then,
perhaps, if we first try to imagine to ourselves
what the first riK'sic in the world must have been
.Jiwd Avf.y people practiced it. If we can get at
the real motive which impelled people to make
music we shall surely become enlightened as to
its real function in the economy of human nature.
The insight we thus gain will serve as a sure
guide through all the mazes of musical history.
§ 2. THE EARLIEST MUSIC NOT INSTRUMENTAL,
RUT VOCAL.
_
We may assume as certain that the first ele-
mentary efforts at music were vocal, and not
instrumental. For the human voice was certainly
in existence before any other musical instruments
were invented. People sang before they had
instruments to play on. Mothers crooned to their
babes, rocking them backward and forward in
their arms as they hushed them to sleep. Men
shouted defiance to their enemies in inarticulate
cries and yells. Young men and maidens danced,
and snjig to their dancing. • We may be sure of
these flings, because they are to be found among
the most primitive and savage peoples of our own
time, and because we have authentic accounts of
them among ancient primitive peoples. Human
nature is essentially the same in all ages and under
all conditions, and we cannot doubt that the
impulse which leads to such manifestations now
led our remotest ancestors to express their feelings
in similar ways.
§ 3. THE FUNCTION OF MUSIC IS TO EXPRESS AND
EXCITE FEELING.
This phrase “express their feelings” suggests
at least one of the motives which impelled people
to sing. The savage yells at his enemy because
his yelling is the natural expression of his emo-
tional excitement. The mother croons to her babe
because she feels like doing so. It is the natural
expression of her emotional state. But this is not
all. She does so because of its effect on the child.
She knows intuitively that this monotonous, meas-
ured flow of sound, the expression of her own
quiet happiness, will soothe the infant into a rest-
ful state of feeling and dispose it to slumber. The
warrior feels that the expression of his rage by
means of violent sounds will excite his comrades
to valor and perhaps strike terror into his ene-
mies. The singing ofthe dancers is equally expres-
sive of their emotional state, and tends to excite
those feelings to still greater activity. Vocal
music, then, is a natural product of human nature,
and its function is to express and excite feeling.
^
§ 4. THE NATURE OF MUSIC. PRIMITIVE MUSIC
MADE UP OF MELODY AND RHYTHM.
In the primitive music above referred to we
find two of the essential elements of all music
—
Melody and Rhythm. Melody is a succession of
single musical sounds, differing more or less in
pitch. Rhythm is a succession of beats or pulsa-
tions occurring at regular intervals. There is a
natural tendency in human nature to make all
melody rhythmic. The mother’s low song to her
babe naturally falls into regularly recurring
rhythmic divisions, accompanied by corresponding
movements of the body. Rhythm is of the very
essence of the dance; and the rhythmic motions
of the dancers are accompanied with rhythmic
song, the clapping of hands and the stamping of
feet. The element of rhythm becomes most
strongly marked in war dances. In these the
motions are violent, the songs loud and harsh
and the rhythm often marked by the striking of
war clubs on hollow logs or on some resounding
instrument of percussion.
§ 5. THE BEGINNINGS OF INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC.
Instruments of percussion were, doubtless, the
first to be invented. From marking the rhythm
by pounding on a- tree or post with a club, it
was not far to covering the end of a hollow log
with a stretched skin, thus producing a rude
drum. Progress was then easy toward the jvhole
family of drums, tom-toms, gongs, cymbals,
tambourines, etc., the latter kind as soon as metals
and metal working had been discovered. Wind
instruments were probably invented by some such
accident as hearing a broken reed give forth a
musical tone when blown across by the wind.
The Egyptian and Greek myth has it that the god
Hermes, walking by the Nile bank, picked up a
tortoise shell which had some sun-dried membranes
stretched across it, and that this gave him the idea
of the lyre. It is not improbable that some such
accident as this really occasioned the invention of
stringed instruments. Or perhaps the idea came
from a tightly-stretched bowstring. However
this may be, the first instrumental music must
have been associated with vocal music, and must
have been essentially the same in its nature and
function. That is, it consisted of rhythmical
successions of sounds, which owed their origin to
the innate impulse to express, convey and excite
feeling.
§ 6. SENSUOUS BEAUTY OF TONE.
As time went on and the savage developed into
the barbarian, and from the barbarian into the
civilized man, there was, we know, a gradual
growth in refinement. This improvement showed
itself in musical perception as well as elsewhere.
The power of discriminating qualities of tone, like
other faculties, grows with use aud attention, and
sensuous beauty of tone gradually came to be
regarded as a refined sensuous pleasure in itself.
It was enjoyed apart from its emotional signifi-
cance, just as the perfume of a rose is. So we find
it now. There are persons who lay undue stress
on the element of sensuous beauty in music,
disregarding other and higher considerations. To
such, music becomes a sensuous indulgence
—
refined, indeed, but still involving a minimum of
intellectual and moral quality.
§ 7. THE INTELLECTUAL ELEMENT IN MUSIC.
Iu the course of time the awakened human in-
tellect began to deal with music as with other sub-
jects in which men were interested. Philosophers
began to investigate the physical and mathematical
relations of tones, and thus arose the science of
Acoustics. Composers began to analyze rhythms
and to balance groups of small rhythmical units
against each other to make symmetrically larger
units, and thus began the science and art of
Melodic Form. They also began to combine
two and afterward more melodies sounding at
the same time into one whole, and thus arose
Counterpoint.*
§ 8. UNITY.
They learned to secure Unity in these composi-
tions by using the same melody as a second voice-
part, only beginning it sometime after the first. Thus
arose Strict and afterward Free Imitation. From
this principle were developed, in the strict sty'e,
Canon and Fugue. From the free treatment of
imitations were developed all the modern forms.
This unity of idea, secured by developing a com-
position through varied repetitions of a few melodic
ideas ( Themes or Motives), is called Thematic
Treatment.
§ 9. harmony.
Once the idea of combining melodies had been
developed, the step was inevitable to thinking
sounds in combinations, or Chords. It took a long
time before roen learned to think complex music
otherwise thud as combinations of simultaneously
progressing melodies. They thought it horizontally,
so to speak. But after a time they learned to
think it perpendmdarly. That is, they learned to
think ofeach combination ofsimultaneously sound-
ing tones (chord) as a musical unit
;
and they
gradually found out the laws governing the
natural relations of succession chords. The science
of chords and of their successions and relations is
called Harmony.
§ 10. instrumentation.
Finally, men developed the art of combining
and contrasting the different qualities of tones
produced by different kind of instruments so as to
produce beautiful effects, and to heighten and
intensify emotional expression. This is the art of
Instrumentation, or Orchestration. All these
belong to the intellectual element in music. Logi-
cally and historically, they come after the emo-
tional and sensuous enjoyment of music.
§ 11. THE IMAGINATION.
The imagination is the great constructive
faculty. In the beginning of music it had only
the simplest elements of melody and rhythm as
material with which to deal. But it dealt with
these in their relation to feeling, and the folk-songs
of all nations are thesincere, spontaneous expression
of natural feeling. Gradually, as the sensuous
perception and the intellectual elements in music
were developed, the food for the imagination
became richer and more varied, until we have
now a wealth of musical material sufficient to tax
the imaginative power of a Beethoven or a
Wagner.
* “ Counterpoint ” means “ point against point.” The
term was first used before our modern notes were in-
vented, when points were used to indicate tones.
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instrumental music. He may make his music asone of the Fine Arts which has for its material
musical tones. It affords us enjoyment on its
lowest plane through the discrimination of refined
from coarse tones and by combinations and con-
trasts of different qualities of tone. The pleasure
thus derived is refined, but it is sensuous merely.
Music adds to this very high intellectual enjoy-
ment. In its more elaborate forms, such as the
fugue, the sonata, the symphony, the music-drama,
it taxes the intellectual resources of both composer
and student in equal degree with the greatest
intellectual productions of the human mind in
other fields of activity. It thus adds intellectual
to sensuous enjoyment, and so ranks high in the
scale of mental activities.
But its primary and ultimate function is to
express, convey and excite feeling. To this the
sensuous and intellectual elements are subordinate
ihe imagination reaches its highest flights and
pei forms its most legitimate function when it
deals with its musical materials in their relation
to emotion.
§13. relative rank op composers and
THEIR WORKS.
The rank of a composer, like that of any other
creative artist, depends, first of all, on the visor
vividness and fertility of his imagination Crea-
tive power means the gift of spontaneous invention.
It can neither be learned nor taught; it is an
original gift which can neither be acquired nor
accounted for This is it which is commonly called
Genius. Nothing else can take the place of it
Wherever it appears, as it does here and there
among men, and often under the most unexpected
and apparently unpromising conditions, the world
does not willingly let it die. Men may be slow in
recognizing it
; but once acknowledged, it becomes
a precious and immortal possession for the whole
race. Next to this in importance comes what is
commonly called Talent This means a special
aptitude for artistic perception and attainment
and for applying acquired ideas, without much
original power of invention. In its higher mani-
festations talent so closely approximates the lower
orders of genius that it is often not easy to distin-
guish them, and there are many cases that have
occasioned dispute among critics.',,
OP ^tudy.
high in aim as the Beethoven fifth symphony, or
as unheroic, not to say frivolous and base, as an
Offenbach waltz. I his will depend on his own
moral character. Base men cannot write great
music, nor heroic men ignoble music
;
though
even weak men may have their heroic moments,
and noble men their weak ones. But, other
things being equal, the rank of a composer will
depend on the nobility of his feeling and of his
moral purpose. The relative rank of his works
will depend on the degree in which they embody
the noblest and best that is in him.
§ 16. PRINCIPLES OP CRITICISM.
dbe principles above set forth are those which
will determine the judgments of composers and
their works which are to follow in this book. It
will seek to trace the development of the different
factors in musical production and in musical
enjoyment at different times and in different
nations. It will seek to show how and why the
course of musical history became what it was.
this the author regards as of even more import-
ance than an authentic record of historical facts.
QUESTIONS.
How do we seek to gain an insight into the nature ofmusic
.
What natural impulses of human nature producedprimitive music? Give illustrations.
What are the primitive elements of music?
Give the probable origin of primitive instruments,
a
come_to a more discriminating percep-tion of the difference in quality of tone?
b V P
Give an account of the intellectual element in music,
music?
many kmdS °f enjoyment are derivable from
™ wbat does the rank of a composer depend ?
ence ?
d° 67611 S ‘fted Composers need study and experi-
What relation has music to the moral nature of man ?
quently, its rhythm must be strict till the very last two
measures, which may retard slightly. A charming diver-
sity may be added here by taking the strain once through
with the sordine, or thinning pedal, once without it.
Where the melody descends to the lower part of the
keyboard and sings in double tones, it should be played
with that slight broadening of the short tones and nar-
rowing of the long tones which is so characteristic of
Chopin. There are some clashing chords interrupting
the steady flow, which must be made brilliant and sonor-
ous like a burst of festal brasses. There is a long, as-
cending scale in the sharp tonic, which must begin slowly,
ascend with accumulating force and speed like a mount-
ing rocket, and close with a brilliant, exploding tone.
Such runs are of frequent occurrence in Chopin (witness
the double run of the ascending melodic scale of B flat
minor in the A flat polonaise, Op. 53), and it requires
the skill of a virtuoso to give them with the requisite
equality, clearness, strength and speed.
NEW PUBLICATIONS.
H. B. Stevens,THE ROSE. By Anton Strelezki.
Agent, Boston, Mass.
Good song, with simple but attractive melody and easy
accompaniment. Will go with “Dreams” and “Woo-
ing,” by the same author. Highest note
“Fjf.”
LOVE'S SUNSHINE. LOVE’S CONFIDENCE.
Mas?
ULKS JoRDAIf' B
' Stevens, Agent, Boston,
Two songs for soprano or tenor, refined and fresh in
melody and setting. The carefully-prepared accompani-
ments assist, by well-chosen rhythmic and melodic de-
signs, in the appropriate expression of the text. 11 host
note in either song “G. ,}
FOR THEE. By Alfred G. Robyn.
Agent, Boston, Mass.
Good, easy song for middle voice without striking
Words from one of Kjerulf’s songs.
H. B. Stevens
features.
A WALTZ OF CHOPIN.
BY J. S. VAN CLEVE.
§ 14. NEED
But whether a composer be possessed of genius
T °u\°f lt; is absolutely essential that herfiould have his mind amply stored with musical
material and should have mastered music fromthe intellectual side. He must, first of all, have
material for his imagination to deal with, must
acquire musical experience. Accordingly, we findthat all the great masters of composition have
diligently studied the works of their predecessors
and have missed no opportunities to hear the best
music. They have studied them also from theintellectual and technical side; have become mas-
ters oi the technic of composition. They have
realized that no matter what ideas a composermay have, he can only become an artist by acquir-ing the power to express them. This they havedone by infinite painstaking, and so much have i
tfiey been impressed with the necessity of this
that the greatest of them have repeatedly said in
one form or other, that genius is only the art of
taking pains
!
§ 15. THE MORAL ELEMENT.
But this is not enough. Given an original
creative mind, with acute musical perceptions
ample intellectual and technical attainments and
a clear comprehension of the relation of music to
feeling, it still remains for him to decide what
kind of emotion he will choose to embody in music.
He may choose noble or ignoble subjects
;
he may,
if he chooses, treat noble subjects in an ignoble”
way. This has often been done by composers of
music for religious worship and for the drama.
Every one knows that the waltzes of Chopin are not
waltzes
;
that is, not pieces of tuneful clockwork runnino-
on three-cogged wheels of rhythm, but impulsive caprices'!
coquettish fantasies, flowing in the general outline of waltz
measure and waltz form. There is, perhaps, no one ofthem more beautiful or brilliant than that in A flat, Op
“ Some hints as t0 its fading and delivery may be of
value to piano students.
The first striking peculiarity of this waltz is the triple
rhythm of the first strain. r
The left hand gives the two parts of a regular waltz
accompaniment
; that is, a bass tone at the first beat ofthe measure and two answering chords.
The right hand in the meanwhile is giving two triplets,
the upper tone being held throughout the entire triplet.
hus we have a melody presenting two equal tones in
each measure, which against the left hand will appear atthe first beat and at the second half of the second beat.This effect is both odd and beautiful. A simultaneous
union of melodies totally unlike is found in Mozart’s
• f
G
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a°d a smaller example of the same thing
is found here. In the next place, we may study the
VALSE FANTASTIQUE. Op. 1., No. 1. By WalterE- Hall. H. B. Stevens, Agent, Boston, Mass. W
lor a “first appearance,” this piece has poic ? ofexcellence to commend it. The repetitions of the twoleading subjects are so done as to secure variety andinterest, although the frequent variations in tempo seemunnecessary. The closing three bars in firstSG minor, and its repetition on third page, contain 'an
ffSsSSjpx «JI.KSConservatory of Music,' Boston,'NewMass. England
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THE BEARINGS OF LITERATURE
UPON MUSIC.
The arts are at bottom one. They may be called the
converse of the senses
;
for as we have various organs
which hold commerce with the physical world, bringing
in from divers quarters their freightage of impressions,
so the human soul, by a mystical law of its nature,
returns itself to the outer world in that buoyant recoil
which we call art. This strange impulse to impress his
imaginings upon matter is one of the radical, primitive
and indestructible instincts of man. The savage reveals
the imaginings of his mind by tattooing his skin. Raphael
endeavors to image forth on canvas the ineffable mys-
teries of the spiritual world. The two results spring
from the same root. The beginnings of art are inter-
laced
;
only their later stages release them. He who lives
in an advanced state of human society is subject to the
constant embarrassment of riches
;
the question is not
what to study, but what to discard. If you go to the
great centres of plastic art, your eyes ache and your
brain swims with the plenitude of pictures ; if you under-
take to hear all. the concerts which enliven the season in
any one of our great cities, you will acquire a new sort
of satiety, probably unknown to ecclesiastics
;
if you
enter a great library, you feel as if a mountain had been
heaped upon you. Mr. Spofford, the librarian of Con-
gress, is said to have read every hook in that vast
library, insomuch that a witty congressman said, “ I do
not read the library; I read Spofford.” The same
enormous expansion has taken place in the realms of
science. Bacon might say, with some shadow of truth,
“I take all knowledge to be my kingdom.” But how
idle would be such a windy boast in this prolific era.
The necessity for specialism and concentration is driven
in upon us from all sides, and holds us to our places as
the air though a fluid most volatile holds our bodies with
a pressure of tons. In no pursuit is the desire and
practice of specialism carried to such an extreme degree
as in music. Our art divides and subdivides itself like
somp gorgeous Gothic cathedral, where transept and
nave, with side chapels and oratories, compose a wilder-
ness of solemn chambers
;
thus music gives us the organ,
the piano-forte, the voice, the violin, the many-voieed
orchestra, and a vast literature for each, so that he is a
great man who can conquer two or three of these pro-
vinces, and no man perfectly subjugates more than one.
There is an amusing anecdote of a German anatomist,
who, having spent thirty years studying the structure of a
mouse, regretted that he had not confined himself to the
ear only. Musicians furnish an analogue. For the
piano is apparently a little kingdom, yet what diversity
;
how many divers talents live and flourish, strike root
and spring to fame in this tiny plain, with its fifty-two
ivory and its thirty-six ebony rods lying cold and silent,
but instinct with elastic obedience to him who has
learned the spells. Each pianist achieves celebrity for
one or two special gifts
;
thus, Thalberg taught the centre
of the key-board to sing and the extremes to murmur
with arpeggios
;
Gottschalk was the diamond cutter
;
Dreysehok was the greatest player of double-sixths the
world has ever seen
;
no one gets the crystal sparkle of
Joseffy’s staccato
;
who can phrase and define the ideas,
as if with a stamping-mill, like the accurate Biilow, and
Rubinstein, rich in many gifts, is richest in passion.
When this necessity for specialism is mixed with ambi-
tion in the mind of a pupil it produces results which are
always damaging to art, and frequently ruinous to health.
Hundreds of young ladies, who have systematically
disregarded the laws of exercise and taught music with
patience and prolixity in regions rural and semirural,
come to our city centres every year with purses
replenished to a temporary plethora by stern economy,
and, being limited in time, dive headlong and madly
into the Stygian depths of technique, and the inky river
engulfs the vast majority. The causes of these countless
disasters are surely not far to seek. Bewildered by the
stunning fortissimos, captivated by the evanescent dimin-
uendos, amazed by the fingers of the virtuoso as they
quiver into invisibility, the student rushes home, and
imagines that, by working with frantic energy, she can
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teach those marvels to her flaccid muscles in the course
of one brief winter. If she escapes nervous shipwreck,
she does not escape that withering of the thoughts and
dwarfing of the intellect which makes her short-sighted
for all that lies beyond the musical domain and clear
of vision even for the deepest beauties of music itself.
Music is something far better than mere wonderment or
idle admiration of difficulties o’erleaped with winged
ease, music has some valuable messages for the intellect
and a thousand for the heart. But just here arises a
perplexing question : How is one to receive and interpret
these messages if the imagination has been dwarfed, like
Solomon’s genii, in a little bottle of technique? how shall
one hold commerce with the great and subtile geniuses
of the tone kingdom, if his own individual intellect has
become nothing but a slave driver for the platoon of ten
fingers ? Other things being equal, he will get in two
hours the technical profit of four whose brain is rendered
alert by general cultivation, while the sensitiveness of an
imagination, by training made delicate as a photog-
rapher’s plate, through varied exercise, will transmute
itself into a warm glow of expression suffused over the
performance, as radiant an illusory as the rainbow
hanging amid the summer tempest.
The notion that musicians are magicians, mere wonder
workers and beguilers of an idle hour, the uncanny
Prosperos of a world of ebony and ivory sticks, disguised
Lucifers permitted to shed a sulphurous suggestion of
chaotic morals if they but amuse and amaze sufficiently,
is, unluckily, not quite dead even in a world where Bach
was the honest father of twenty children, where Beethoven
was as stern in chastity as Michael Angelo or St. Paul,
where Mendelssohn embodied the ideal of talent and
culture united
;
but let us hope that it may be buried in
the grave of Liszt. The time is at hand, (not yet ripe
perhaps, but ripening) when the musician will be
enthroned high among other intellectual magnates, and
it will be demanded of him that he shall be both a man
and a gentleman, that he shall have a mind and a soul
wisely developed, and not be merely the proprietor of ten
fingers highly magnetized.
Goethe said, “ A man acquires a new soul with each
new language that he learns.” He also said, “ A man is
better for every good song that he hears,” and Goethe was
the originator of a pretty bit of catachresis used by George
Sand, and often quoted since, to the effect that “Archi-
tecture is frozen music.” It is so obvious as to scarcely
need statement, much less elaborate proof, that music is
something more than mechanism, and that he who would
sound its depths must have a fathoming line of prolonged
collateral study, and must attach to this line a plummet
ball of intellect somewhat weightier than a feather.
Those who have sharp-cut and compact diamonds of
antithetic aphorism, may consider the following: “An
educated man should know everything of something, and
something of everything.” The musician, like any other
intellectual worker in literature, science, art, should
specialize and generalize both with judgment. Let him
not only adopt one particular instrument, but let him work
in the literature of that instrument some definite and
peculiar vein, the one most cognate to his special gifts
;
but let him enrich his mind the while with suggestions of
the widest intellectual amplitude. The star that shim-
mers in a dewdrop is inconceivably remote.
All things intellecual are interlaced with all other
things by ties of affinity, varying in strength, but as
subtle and indestrucible as the laws of gravitation, which
link together the sand grain and the sun. No affinity is
closer than that between music and literature. In all
likelihood, the first human speech was a musical chant,
and as the increasing complexity of life has separated the
tone and the word, they have not lost their family feeling.
In the elder days of art among the Egyptians, the
Hebrews, the Greeks and the Catholic Christians of the
Middle Ages, music was almost exclusively vocal, and
the business of the composer was to reinforce the words
of the poet. But the bearings of literature on music have
now become far more subtle, but not one iota less real
and weighty. Those composers who have done most to
exalt pure instrumental music—Beethoven, Schumann,
Berlioz, Liszt,—furnish countless instances of this deli-
cate but indissoluble bond betwixt music and poetry.
Beethoven, when asked to interpret the D. minor
Sonata for pianoforte solo, Opus 31, No. 2., said : “ Read
Shakspeare’s Tempest.” In the C minor Sonata, Opus
10, No. 1, he paraphrases a poem of Schiller, “The
Parting of Andromache and Hector.” The overtures to
Coriolanus and Egmont are musical mirrors of those
dramas, and in the ninth symphony Schiller’s “ Hymn to
Joy ” was added as a choral crown to the great tone poem,
that its significance might be incontestibly certified.
The testimony of Beethoven to the value of literature
as a stimulus to the musician is confirmed by the fact
that Plato, who was as much a poet as philosopher,
Goethe, the epitome of modern life, Shakspeare, the
emperor of poets, and James Thompson, the poet of
nature par excellence, were his constant reading. Of
Schumann, whose keen and imaginative criticisms are as
precious as his music, it may be said, without extrav-
agance, that every composition he produced had an
occult meaning and arose from remote suggestions.
The pictures from the Orient are a translation of a set
of German poems. The Fantasie in C major, Opus 17,
has a mystical motto from Schlegel
;
the Kinder-Scenen,
the Album, the Forest Scenes, and indeed all his works,
are imaginative in the secondary sense, that is, they are
suggestive. The symphonic poems of Liszt are based
upon literary or artistic subjects, the poem of Dante, the
Faust-legend, Byron’s Mazeppa, the story of Tasso, and
many others. Berlioz has adapted scenes and characters
from Shakspeare in his Romeo and Juliet, and others in
other works, and has'given a complete reproduction of the
Faust legend in his Damnation of Faust.
Now, what can any student make of all these works, if
he rejoices in abysmal ignorance of the parallel works
which suggested them, and furnished their skeleton of
thought. It might be urged, perhaps, that music is a thing
of itself and needs no secondary sophistication of occult
meaning
;
and this would be true enough of simple
melodies, or short compositions, but elaborate works
need more vertebrae than that to give them organic
unity and form, without which there is no such thing as
beauty. No literature is deeper or more varied than that
of the English language
;
and in no way can a music
student so readily or successfully relieve the strain of
concentrated effort, or fertilize his mind with new artistic
impulses than by its critical study. Through these
channels of collateral study the current of the mind may
be partially drawn off and the energies carried abroad to
make other fields of thought fresh and smiling, that those
energies may no longer rush, headlong and destructive,
in the narrow channel of technique. A significant and
hopeful sign of a broader life among musicians may be
found in the fact, that the College of Music of Cincinnati
has recently established a regular chair of English Lit-
erature. J. S. Van Cleve.
EDISON’S NEW PHONOGRAPH.
Edison, the inventor of the Phonograph, in an interview
with a representative of the Evening Post (New York)
has the following to say :
—
For musicians the phonograph is going to do wonders,
owing to the extreme cheapness with which I can du-
plicate phonograms and the delicacy with which the
apparatus gives out all musical sounds. In the early
phonograph of ten years ago, which was a very imperfect
and crude affair compared to that of to-day, it was always
noticed that musical sounds came out peculiarly well.
The machine would whistle or sing far better than it
would talk. This peculiarity of the phonograph remains.
I have taken down the music of an orchestra, and the
result is marvelous. Each instrument can be perfectly
distinguished, the strings are perfectly distinct, the violins
from the cellos, the wind instruments and the wood are
perfectly heard, and even in the notes of a violin the
overtones are distinct to a delicate ear. It is going to
work wonders for the benefit of music lovers. A piece
for any instrument, for the piano or for an orchestra, or
an act, or the whole of an opera, musical instruments
and voices, can be given out by the phonograph with a
beauty of tone and a distinctness past belief, and the
duplicating apparatus for phonograms is so cheap an
affair that the price of music for the phonograph will be
scarcely worth considering. As the phonogram will be
practically indestructible by ordinary use, such music can
be played over and over again.
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[For The Etude.]
SINGING AS A HELP TO THE
PIANO-FORTE STUDENT.
Ii is commonly remarked that one performer plays
with soul and depth of feeling while another plays emo-
tionless and without expression. Singing often stirs the
emotions more than instrumental music, but there are
pertormers on the piano who move every fibre of the
soul. We are to look for the lack of expression in two
directions. First, from the too prevalent method of
confining the pupil to keys, fingering and notes—me-
chanism—rather than using these as a means to an end,
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’88. We have added many new works to the list
Anyone, with a little effort, can procure either a year's
subscription free, or any of the works on the list.
Teachers find pupils will work with greater zeal and
accomplish more and better work by reading The EtudeA teacher may not hit on the hidden spring that will
start the activities of the pupil’s mind, which mi«ht be
accomplished by a hint given from some other teacher
in The Etude. The music is always of a high char-
acter, and within range of ordinary pupils. Our aim is
always to give the best thoughts on the art of studying
and of teaching music, and particularly the piano-forte
Our field is large enough and broadens as the work
goes on. If you wish to sustain a high standard of
teaching, and be a means of disseminating musicalknowledge, support The Etude. It has always been apuzzling question why one teacher in a town will send us
a club of twenty subscribers yearly, while the teacher inthe next town only keeps up his or her own subscription ?if it enhances the interest of one teacher’s class, why notin another s ? When we were in active work teaching
it was our pleasure to procure subscribers to a journal’that would give our pupils good, nutritious, musical food.
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TEACHER AND PUPIL.
BY H. SHERWOOD VINING.
Study music with a musician. In this lies the secret
of the student’s success. There is inspiration and enthu-
siasm in the very thought.
A fine art can be pursued to advantage only under the
direction and guidance of a master. What greater test
of the artist’s mastery of his art than bis ability to impart
his art? What accomplishment can be greater or more
worthy? It has been truly said, “The most difficult art
known to art is to teach art.”
In view of the great and lasting influence which a
master bas with his pupils, teaching can never be called
“drudgery” when entered into in the true spirit.
“ That teacher who surrenders himself entirely and
with self sacrifice to his scholars is the true artist.”
It is claimed by the masters whose success with
pupils of every grade of ability gives weight to their words,
“ Every child can and should be taught to sing and to
play upon some one instrument.” Experience has
taught us that success in any pursuit depends upon
earnest and systematic work, upon perseverance through
discouragement, with every failure converted into a
surer stepping-stone to ultimate success. In order to
accomplish anything worthy no effort can be wasted ; the
mind must be constantly concentrated upon the imme-
diate task. One of the first directions to the student
should be—in your practice devote every moment and
every effort to whatever you cannot do, for those things
that you can do well need none of your time or thought,
and any time spent upon them is not only wasted, but
robs you of an opportunity for advancement. Such
advice comes like a revelation to the student, showing
the secret of progress and the means for conscientious
self-endeavor. That which is worth attaining is worth
working for. It is a common saying, “I have worked
hard for what I have accomplished,” but no regret is
ever uttered for having done the hard work. Emerson
has said, “ Every mind must know the whole lesson for
itself, must go over the whole ground. What it does
not see, wbat it does not live, it will not know.”
The secret of the teacher’s success lies in so directing
the pupil’s work that he is taught how to teach himself.
All teaching consists in pointing out the work that is to
be-rf-oiic .and the way to do it. No teacher can do any-
thing for vhe_pupil who does not work thoroughly and
well. But when once the pupil is incited to an earnest
desire to work in his own behalf, the work of the teacher
is accomplished. Haweis says, “What a mystery lies
in that word ‘ teaching.’ One will constrain you irre-
sistibly, and another will not be able to persuade you.
One will kindle you with an ambition that aspires to
what the uay before seemed inaccessible heights, while
another will labor in vain to stir your sluggish mood to
cope with the smallest obstacle. The reciprocal relation
is too often forgotten. . . . Teaching relations are
intensely personal, and have to do with subtle conditions
unexplored but inexorable and instantly perceived. The
soul puts out its invisible antennae, knowing the soul
that is kindred to itself. What we cannot learn from
one we must learn from another.”
Every piano-forte pupil spends at least one hour a day
in practice, generally for several years. How important
that all the work done shall be wisely directed, that the
time and effort spent shall result in the accomplishment
of something worthy. How important that the pupil
be spared the bitter experience of having much to un-
learn, the inevitable consequence of misspent time. It
is far better to study but one term with a master than
years with one lacking in devotion to art for art’s sake.
The following extract is quoted from the journal of a
piano-forte student of only ordinary ability:
—
“I am convinced that nothing can be accomplished
without systematic training, which I have never had. My
fingers are weak and play with uncertainty, while my
fourth and fifth fingers are of little use to me in my play-
ing. When I hear my musical friends play so firmly, so
smoothly and rapidly, I am aware that they have had
very different training. One, at this stage, advises me
to study with his teacher
;
he says : 1 He is an American
and a thorough musician; there is not a better teacher in
Europe or America. He is very kind, but he just makes
you learn; you can’t help but progress.’ I am glad of
the opportunity to study with an American musician
;
for,
naturally, foreigners can never be so perfectly under-
stood. * * * * To-day I took my first lesson
with my new teacher. He has a genial bearing, com-
bining dignity with gentleness, is masterful, yet kind
and pleasant. He inspires with awe, but at the same
time with confidence. He made earnest work of teach-
ing; his whole mind seemed absorbed in his work. I
felt that he would make all things possible
;
he seemed
so helpful and so confident in the successful issue of
whatever he undertook, that I gained more and more
confidence in my ability to do whatever he directed.
For every fault corrected a remedy was given. His
listening attitude was very marked, as though he re-
ceived his keenest impressions through the ear, just as
a painter does through the eye. He spoke but little
and directly to the point. His quiet, calm manner put
me at ease. I was set to thinking and to criticising my-
self. I learned more in one lesson than in all my pre-
vious years of study. I learned how to go to work, how
to help myself, and what I was to strive for. The work-
as laid out is interesting, for it begins at the beginning
and leads up to the practice of the piece.
_
I was given a
selection of technical exercises, the position study, slow
trill, exercises for two, three, four and five fingers, con-
tractions, extensions, scale preparation, and scales, an
Etude and an Andante movement, soft and musical. I
thought I could take only exercises until my fingers were
trained, hut my teacher says ‘taste must be cultivated as
well as the fingers.’ My teacher directed how I was to
let my fingers ‘ do all the woi-k ’ with a loose wrist, how
I was to sustain and connect the tones. I never before
listened to separate tones ;'in listening to a passage as a
whole, I lost sight of this truth : to produce real music
each tone must be musical.
“ I was told that I played scales better than anything
else. It is fortunate that I studied them carefully and
thoroughly; for that and a knowledge ef Rudiments is
all I have to build upon. I never forgot the advice I
received in childhood from a fine musician who was in
the habit of visiting us. He said : ‘ If ever you have
any idea of learning anything about music and playing,
practice scai.es,—that is the foundation and you can do
nothing without them. You cannot study them too much.
Everything depends upon the way you practice scales.’
Then he used to extol fugues ; he said : ‘ If one is in
earnest he will study fugues.'
“1 expected to practice three hours, and thought that
would be a great deal, but when I had practiced all the
lesson thoroughly, as directed, I had practiced six hours.
* * * *
“ My teacher plays for me every lesson, after I have
finished, and I think it is a very important part of the
lesson. His playing is indescribable— so spontane-
ous, like an improvisation, so free from all sensational
effect, so unobtrusive, it gives a new kind of pleasure in
listeningfor it, as it seems to float in the air from another
sphere. In the soft passages an exquisite delicacy of
touch is combined with fullness and richness of tone.
He plays brilliantly, quietly, and with controlled feel-
ing, producing pure, true music, while the player is for-
gotten for the playing.
“ My system for' practice is very comprehensive and
well contrasted. Each day’s practice includes every
variety of technical exercise, and the same kind of work
for both hands. Keys with sharps follow keys with flats ;
major keys follow minor keys ; soft and delicate passages
follow loud and firm passages ; scale passages are fol-
lowed by arpeggios; legato passages are followed by
staccato passages
;
a classical selection is followed by
one of modern standard music. * * * *
“ To-day was the last lesson of the season. I have
had three terms, and have gone over a great deal of
ground. I never worked harder, but I have gained so
much. Among other things, I studied Cramer’s twenty-
one studies, ‘ Mendelssohn's Songs Without Words,’
and Mozart’s Sonatas. I read Mendelssohn’s and Mo-
zart’s ‘Letters,’ Ritter and Hunt’s ‘History of
Music.’ My teacher lent me some books on music, and
I enjoyed them so much that I mean to read all the musi-
cal biographies and histories I can find. Next season I
intend to study harmony in connection with the piano
lessons, it is such help in studying understanding^.
“ I played recently for my musical friend. He said:
‘ If I had notheardyou with my own ears, I should never
have believed that you could have gained so much in so
short a time. While I realize all your hard work, I
must attribute your success to your teacher.’ ”
It is pleasant to know that there are teachers among
us to their work ordained, and that appreciative pupils
are not so rare as is sometimes thought. When the
student’s interest is awakened, his ambition is aroused,
and his cooperation with his master may be depended
upon.
Emerson says : “ There is no teaching until the pupil
is brought into the same state, or principle, in which you
are
;
a transfusion takes place, he is you, and you are he
;
there is a teaching.”
E. Berger writes : “ It is extraordinary how intense
is the power of application in the cases of those who
are apprenticed to a master they worship as well as
serve.”
Louis Plaidy sums up the work of the teacher and the
goal of the pupil thus: “The problem for the music
teacher, is to lead the pupil on to that degree of artistic
insight which his musical talent and mental endowments
generally enable him to reach. It may not be possible
to make an artist out of every pupil, but every one should
learn to appreciate art, try to familiarize himself as much
as possible with all the branches which pertain to it, and
to enlarge his circle of vision, so that he nlay reach a
step where he will be in a condition to form an inde-
pendent judgment for himself from his own observation.”
Teacher and pupil should work together with perfect
sympathy and understanding. When each seeks to fulfill
his part faithfully, the earnest spirit becomes reciprocal
and the benefit mutual.
“ Let knowledge grow from more to more.
But more of reverence in us dwell,
That mind and soul, according well,
May make one music as before,
But vaster.”
[For The Etude.]
LISTENERS.
E. A. SMITH.
Constantly reading of musicians and their varied styles
of interpretation. Constantly reading of technics and
technicons—critics and criticisms. Why, amidst all this
variety in musical literature, should there not appear
something relating to the Listener? Does he who listens
well play no important part in a program ? Does he
lend no inspiration to the performer? Does his applause
fail to spur one on to Best Endeavor? Does his dis-
approval and inattention not reach the heart like weight
of lead ? Surely his presence or absence is necessary to
financial success or failure
;
just so is it in promoting and
stimulating artistic success, or the reverse. First. Ex-
perience will be a good witness to call upon the stand.
Every one has been annoyed at public places of enter-
tainment by the chattering or whispering of those near
by. How many times has the most emotional and
pathetic scene been completely divested of its charm and
effect by just such trivial annoyance as a whisper or ill-
timed frivolity. One may present the plea—that in pay-
ing to see an entertainment they can enjoy it as they
like. Selfishly speaking, that rule might be not inap-
propriate if they only were the persons to be amused,
but there are neighbors and there are artists who do ob
ject to this sort of amusement. But what shall one think,
and say, when at Parlor Musicales where only invitations
have been issued these same expe’riences are met with ?
How often has it been found necessary at musical enter-
tainments to speak of whispering? There are those
thoughtless enough to do it, and who will thereby attract
the attention of a whole room filled with people, disturb-
ing those who would listen and, not least, those who are
taking part. And how easy to say all there is to be
said between the numbers upon the program, if people
only will.
Nobody—unless they have experienced its effect—can
know the peculiar annoyance to which a mere whisper
will subject one, and from the farthest point in the room
can it be heard.
The query may be raised that one should do his part
so well that all would wish to listen—intent to catch the
next melodious note. Ah! but not every one is an
Orpheus. I have seen Remenyi stop in the midst of a
number because of such interruptions, and when there is
cause for a Rubinstein to leave the piano for similar dis-
turbance, and that too during the playing of one of those
beautiful Chopin Nocturnes, is it not high time to put in
a plea for more good listeners?
So I have been wondering why it is so many attend a
good concert—a poor conceit and entertainments in
general. Is it to be amused—-to be seen, or to learn
something? Whatever may be the real reason, it should
not result in disturbance to others.
There are some, however, who seem so lacking in the
emotional and finer qualities, they cannot be frowned
down to anything like silence; they have to be hissed
down, literally sat upon. But one might half think that
good breeding would have come to their rescue and sug-
f
est to their nerveless brain such a litany as Good
fanners.
When the system is quivering with emotion, so that
every disturbing sound is magnified, the artist for the mo-
ment forgets interpretation, and memory, that capricious
elf, plays him false. The notes may move on, but the
soul, the inspiration, the climax is gone. Attention on his
part has been interrupted, he cannot step into the same
sphere as before. Emotion is so changing that, like the
rainbow, it is never twice the same. It modulates
through the ever-varied tint of a lifetime in a passing
moment; paint it you cannot, touch it and it is gone.
How subtle, how necessary to the full enjoyment and to
an ideal interpretation and that an artist possess it. One
must feel to a more intense degree than the listener, else
does he fail to sway his audience, hence the very reason
why a whisper will so much the more annoy him.
Upon the artist’s playing rests his reputation, on his
reputation rests perhaps his living, and upon his success
may depend the livelihood of a family
;
blame him not
for refusing to continue his selection when thus subjected
to what may seem a trivial annoyance. But let your
kindly sympathy remain with him if he continue. People
may blame and call them cranks for being so easily dis-
turbed, but for one, I say the cranks and disturbers are
more often found in the ranks of poor listeners who
foster them.
In order to admire enough one must admire too much,
and a little illusion is necessary to happiness.
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AMEEICAN MUSIC, A PEACTICAL PLAN FOE ITS
MOEE GENEEAL USE.
BY CHAS. W. LANDON.
A great work has been done by this Association in bringing out the crea-
tions of American musicians, in creating a patriotic sentiment in their favor,
and in making it manifest that our composers have a right to be classed with
the modern European writers of music.
The day is passed when the productions of our musicians can be ignored,
and times are now ripe for some practical plan whereby music of all grades
.. of difficulty can be brought to the notice of the general musical public.
What has been done by this Association for works written for the con-
cert room, we must now do to bring forward music for the use of teachers
and students; for where one piece is used in public, hundreds are used in
teaching. American composers will only find their true recognition when
their music becomes the daily study of our tens of thousands of pupils.
This great demand for teaching-pieces we must somehow meet with
American music, and place it where it will be easy of access. I think one of
the greatest hindrances to its use is in the impossibility of buying a selection
of the best at any one place.
Music teachers all know that a piece may be of unusual excellence, and
yet not be what one wishes; for pupils are of all grades of ability, and have
an infinite variety of needs, hence it is a necessity that a way be provided in
which teachers can learn about a piece before buying. For neither music
teachers or music schools will put money into music that they cannot use,
he it ever so good, and they cannot buy of every publisher who issues good
American music, for there is from one to a dozen of them in every large city
of the Union.
There must be a house in some centrally located city that will make a
specialty of approved American compositions.
To provide a way in which a piece can be known before buying, would
meet a want of all the music teachers, especially those who do not live in
the large cities. To accomplish this, I propose an Analytical and Descript-
ive Catalogue, which shall give a full description of each piece, and measure
of music from the themes of each distinct portion; in short, describe fully,
and print enough of the music to give an accurate idea of what the piece con-
tains, and if it will meet the individual needs of the pupil.
The music, so catalogued, should be only such pieces as have been ap-
proved by a Board of Judges. From the fact that the Examining Board for
our Association concerts, was iast year so enthusiastically received, gives me
a hope that the similar plan unfolded below, will receive the hearty favor and
support of this meeting.
The catalogue should be published quarterly, and be sent free of cost
,
to
every member of the M. T. N. A., to all members of the State Associations,
and to as many music teachers as can be addressed, that there may be the
greatest possible demand created for American music. This demand will be
the inducement to publishers and Composers to send their music to the Board
for examination, and the prospective sales will make it worth while for some
music house to make a specialty of the Approved pieces.
The free Analytical and Descriptive Catalogue is the keystone of the
structure proposed, and the corner-stones are a Board of Judges, and a cen-
trally located depot that shall make its special business the sale of this ap-
proved music. And the structure will rest on a solid financial foundation of
fees charged for examination to publishers and composers, a percentage from
the sales of approved music, and the advertising patronage in the quarterly
catalogue.
The catalogue will have a circulation of many thousands, which will
make it a valuable vehicle for advertising, and from recent experience in such
advertising I have no doubt but it can be made a success.
The extensive demand made for this music by the large circulation of
the catalogue will induce publishers to make more favorable terms to our
composers, and they will be more inclined to bring out (their better creations.
To suggest to the mind an idea of the amount of music used, we will sup-
pose that 1000 teachers will use the approved music, and that each teacher
has 20 pupils, and that each pupil will during the year use ten American
pieces; this will make a total of 200,000 pieces. It can be readily seen that
publishers and composers will be glad to furnish the music at current rates.
I think that the above is a modest estimate, and I feel assured that the num-
ber of teachers and pupils using this music will constantly increase, for it has
been my pleasure to have examined a large number of the works of Ameri-
can composers, and I take delight in saying that I have found a larger pro-
portion of them in the front rank than I have ever found in selected pieces of
the best foreign reprints. Notwithstanding I am a great lover of classical
music, and use much of it in my professional work, yet I use American com-
positions, not only from patriotic feelings, but because I find no modern teach-
ing music that is superior.
1.—Sec. A. Resolved, That a Board of Judges, three in number, (with
a fourth to act as Alternate, to be explained later,) shall be nominated viva
voce by the members of the M. T. N. A., in convention assembled, and these
elected by ballot; each member for the three candidates of the Board and the
Alternate at one ballot.
Sec. B. That person having the largest number of votes to be Chairman
of the Board for three years, and the one having the next highest number of
votes to serve as Judge for two years, and the next to serve as Judge but one
year, and the one having the fourth highest to ac as Alternate one year.
Sec. C. After the first three years the Chairman shall be appointed from
the Board, by the President of the M. T. N. A.
Sec. D. Each year there shall be candidates elected to fill the places of
retiring members (Judges), nominated as in Section A of this resolution, the
one having the highest number of votes to serve as Judge three years, and
the one having the next highest to serve as Alternate one your.
^
Sec. E. If for any cause there is a vacancy in the Board of Judges, the
President of the M. T. N. A. shall appoint a musician to fill the vacancy til!
the next annual meeting of the Association, when a member shall be elected,
as provided in Sec. A of this resolution, to serve the unexpired term of three
years.
2.
—
Sec. A. Resolved—That the compositions intended for examination,
either MSS. or published, shall be only those of musicians residing in Amer-
ica, and these shall be prepared as follows : The composer’s real name, and
if the composer has issued any work or works with fictitious name, and of a
published work, the publisher’s name shall be cut, erased and made illegible
wherever it occurs
;
also all marks or advertisements of the publisher’s shall be
cut out, erased and made illegable.
Sec. B. Each composition to be examined shall bear a motto, and be
sent direct to the Chairman of the Board of Judges, and at the same time a
letter be sent to the Secretary and Treasurer of the M. T. N. A., containing
the fee required—see Resolution 2, Sec. D—and a sealed envelope, upon
which is the same motto, and a return address
;
this envelope to contain
therein the real name of the composer with the address, and if the work is
published, also the publisher’s name and address, with the opus number, if
any, of the composition.
Sec. C. No motto shall be used more than once, and only for one com-
position.
Sec. D. Compositions can be sent to the Chairman of the Board of'
Judges at any time, but at the same time there must be a fee sent to the Sec-
retary and Treasurer of the M. T. N, A. of $2.00 (Two Dollars) for compo-
sitions of three or less pages, and 25 cents additional for each and every page
over and above there. (The above—Sec. D—applies to music for solo, duo,
trio, and quartette, when published or to be published in the so-called sheet
music form.) On Books and Scores a fee of $3.00 (Three Dollars) for 25
pages or less, and 50 cents additional for every extra 25 pages or part thereof.
Sec. E. Without the accompanying fee, no composition shall be exam-
ined.
Sec. F. The Chairman of the Board of Judges shall, upon the receipt
of a composition, if it is prepared as directed in this resolution, examine it
as soon as possible, and at once forward it to the second member of the Board,
the second in like manner to the third, and the third in like manner to the
Secretary of the M. T. N. A.
Sec. G. In no case shall a member of the Board retain the piece for
examination longer than ten days. It shall then be sent to the Alternate.
Sec. H. Each member of the Board upon receiving a composition shall,
after making a careful and critical examination of the same, take a memo-
randum of the motto, and write after it, independently and according to his
judgment, the absolute merit of the piece on a scale of ten.
Sec. I. Each member of the Board shall send his decision, with full
comments, to the Secretary of the M. T. N.A., who shall, upon the receipt of
the Judges, compute the average, and no composition shall be approved that
has less than seven marks.
Sec. J. Any of the Judges may, if he chooses, give his reasons, if he
marks the composition lower than seven, and state if it is merely a technical
fault, or incorrect or bad printing, if a published piece.
Sec. K. If the Judge marks the composition seven or above, he shall
state the grade of difficulty on a a scale of ten, also whether suitable for teach-
ing or concert, or both, and if for teaching mention points, both artistical and
technical, in which the study of It would be of benefit to the student.
Sec. L. All compositions sent for examination shall, as far as possible
have the composer’s metronome marks at the beginning of each movement,’
and phrasing and expression marks should be full and complete.
Sec. M. All pieces for the Piano-forte and Organ should have the fin-
gering marked in the so-called German fingering, —1—2—3—
4
5
;
and any
piece having the fingering marked in the so-called English or American
style, X 1—2—3—4 , shall be rated by the Board of Judges at one mark
off.
Sec. N. The envelope on which is the motto of an approved piece shall
be opened, and the result of the examination forwarded to the sender, and the
piece returned to its owner.
Sec. O. Those compositions that are not approved shall be returned to
the owners, with the corresponding enveloped unopened, but the fee shall not
be returned.
Sec. P. If in any way the name of a composer or publisher is inten-
tionally disclosed, the composition shall not be accepted until after a period
of twelve months. The piece shall be returned to its owner, but.not the ac-
companying fee. If the piece is presented again for examination, it shall be
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THE ART OF TEACHING THE REAL THINGS OF
MUSIC,
reap before n. t. m. a. by henry harping.
The best educators in this country and in other countries at the „„ ,time regard the art and science of teaching real things in an entirely difT
’
'ft from what they did a few years ago. That which is termed tfie
"*
education’,’ does not consist so much in the teaching of new truths and id'**as in new ways of teaching old truths and ideas.
*
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“There is nothing new under the sun,” and in treating the subject of ,i •essay all that we can hope to do will be to present some old ideas and Z »in a new dress. The new education regards the pupil in ],js t ilrp„f , , “ 18
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CHRISTMAS BELLS.
DIE WEIHNACHTS-GLOCKEN.
Edited ky C.B.Cady. Niels w.gadk, op.36.N«i.
(a) The pedal should sustain the bell tones through the first four measures, and after that as much
as is consistent with a very clear legato melody. In fact the pedal performs two duties: 1 sustain -
ing tones and harmony; 2 assisting in legato. The ear is the SOLE arbiter of when to put the pedal
down or let it up. Signs can tell nothing but the fact that the pedal is needed but cannot tell how
OR when to ME used. Hence the sign for letting itup has been purposely omitted,
fb) Fingering above the lines is for small hands.
(cYIf the upper fingering is used the pedal will be required to make the inner parts legato. But this
must not be allowed to relieve any fingers, that can, from delivering their tones with just as piu ea
legato as though no pedal were used. To secure this, first study all legato progressions which can
be played with the fingers, without the pedal.
(d) The melodic idea contained in the bracketed phrase mark, should be played, as a whole, lega-
to; and the motive phrasing be expressed by means of tonal shading and coloring, as marked.
Copyright 1887 by Theo.Presser.
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IMPROVISATION. -
*1h, pedal, are „,rk.d on Wo line.Wo* fli. »<•,,, Oh. npp.r on. for «h. damper-.h. lower
on. for «»0Wo pedal > and
should he taken according to the value of the notes
Edited by R.ZECKWER.
Lento. (M.M.
S. JADASSOHN, Op.4H No. Z.
J . ), J » . H-J ,J- J) J r I r n~3 i J ,.£3:
Copyrighted 1887 by Theo.Presser.
a tempo, molto lento
.n k n j . J> - J> - . ju .
/LE PETIT RIEN.
Romance Variee
.
<l) Ries says that Cramer (h 1771
-d .ictet w w,
'
Copyrighted 1887 by THE0.PEESSEE.
e) This variation is to h« played in an animated and brilliant manner.
f ) This little swell forms the only natural and musical way of playing the plirase.
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S) This is apparently a sort of echo.
h) A little slower, and with more feeling What kevi« v„;a' • 9 ™-, . ,
j ) The notes are simply to be detached!
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SPRING BLOSSOMS.
Waltz.
V. A.MVLLEK,
from Op. 11*.
Copyright 1887 by Theo. Presser
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2SPRING BLOSSOMS.
Rondoletto.
W. A. MULLER,
from Op. 11£.
Copyright 1887 by Theo.Presser.
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CHRISTMAS SONS.
Edited by C.B.Cady.
Child Jesus came to earth this day,
To save us sinners dying
And cradled in the straw and hay,
The Holy One is lying;
The star shines down the child to greet,
The lowing o*en kiss his feet
;
Hallelujah, Hallelujah,
Child Jesus.
Niels W. Gabe, Op.36 No. 2.
2
Take courage Soul so weak and worn,
Thy sorrows have departed,
A child in David’s town is horn;
To heal the broken hearted.
Then letus haste this child to find.
And children be in heart and mind.
Hallelujah, Hallelujah,
Child Jesus.
**
(a) This should be sung like a choral.
(b) The melodie progression of e is to F, and it sounds much better because of its har
sustained through the chord and made legito with iTsmelTdYcaWy related^^
m°nic re,ati(ms t(»
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good as a man-as to his character, habits and associations
-they will heaware of the fact, and will appreciate him accordingly. We mus have in oilMr beTrd
certain persons to be found in almost every church
nutsance to everybody, because they profess to be so good that they re goodfor nothtng Now and then we meet such a person in our profess on and wf
fortith ir OT v S the g°°d Meth°diSt br°ther did > ^en the to^oT-is ei near him in the prayer meeting prayed, “Oh Lord I amalmost ready for glory. I need only one more feather to mv wingT to ena“
ZZ r 7 SWay t0 g,0ry'" He fervent1 -'- -ponded: “Lord,8Jd the
First Lessons in Piano Playing.
It does not matter whether the pupil is eight or. eighteen years old whenlessons are first taken-™ written notes should be used 'for several lessons
>> I? are l,Sed by the pUpil t0 find out the right and wrong
“learn to dot 1 T' “ USt S6e ’ hear’ think and do for himself ando, by doing. He must at the outset begin to learn the what, the
and V °f the tones »hich he makes with his fingers. As Dr. Wm.Mason well says: “He must not make a motion of the hand or fingers with-
out a ,ood reason. We regard Dr. Mason’s technical exercises as superiorto all others because they develop a fine sense of rhythm, a sensitive, sympa-
etic tone . finish and beauty m phrasing, and constantly stimulate thepnpil
to right thinking and doing. P P
Everything that the pupil plays should sound well to him, and he shouldknow why it sounds well. Many of the passages which are found in a com-
position, such as a chord, scale, five-finger, arpeggio, etc., should be practiced
and carefully analyzed before the pupil sees any written representation othem. All kinds and gradations of touch should at first be observed and prac-
ticed without notes. No exercise should be confined until the mnscles are
unduly fatigued. The gymnastic training of the fingers should be adapted to
to the mental and physical constitution of each pupil. No two pupils can be
taught the same things in the same way. Perhaps the hardest thing a
teacher has to learn is to come down to the intellectual level of each pupil, tokeep the pupil doing, and to refrain from explaining before the thing itself
has been learned. Words, definitions, technical terms, signs or statements are
of no value to the pupil, before lie has discovered, chiefly through his own eff-
orts, their meaning and thereby created a necessity for their use.
In our long experience in teaching pupils of all grades, from beginners to
those that can play intelligently and impressively the works of Beethoven,
ach, Chopin, Schumann and many other great composers, we have found
that a, careful analysis by the pupil of every exercise, study and composition
played is requisite to a proper understanding and interpretation of the same.A knowledge of the melodic and harmonic structure of a composition and the
peculiar treatment of each by the composer, is of inestimable value to both
teacher and pupil. Without such knowledge it is impossible to understand
much of the beauty and inner meaning of good music. This mode of irtstruc-
tion stimulates the pupil to investigate, brings him in contact with “real
t lings in music,” and makes his development symmetrical and healthful.
The Meaning of Music.
More than half of our professional life has been spent in and near the city
of New York, and daring all those years we improved everv opportunity tohear the best music performed by the best artists, both native and foreign
and we discovered that each differed from the other in his conception of what
the composer intended the music to mean. Why this is so is a psycho-physio-
logical phenomenon which we will not discuss here (perhaps our friend Mr.
Mathews or Mr. Fillmore or Mr. Van Cleve will sometime give us their views
on the subject.)
All musical people possess more or less of what is termed the dramatic
and poetic instinct, and yet a great many play the piano as though music had
no definite meaning to them. A young, lady who had taken lessons three
years, desired us to give her lessons on the piano. We asked her to play a piece
tiat she had learned. She played a transcription from an opera. Her touch
was had, her time was bad, and her phrasing was very faulty,—in fact every-
thing was bad. We asked her if the music she was trying to play meant any-
thing to her. She replied, “ I did not know that music was intended to mean
anything. I supposed you played it, and that was all there was of it.” We
told her that we would change places, that she might be teacher for a few min-
utes. We played the first period with the murdering touch she had just usedthen we played it again just as well as we could, and asked which ' example
she liked She answered, “ The last.” “ Why ?” “ Because it sounds better
than the first.” “ Why does it sound better ?” She hesitated about answer-ing . We asked her to look and listen again, and we played as before. Shethen said : “Now I know why the two examples are so unlike
;
it is the wavyour fingers strike the keys. I play the first way with stiff fingers and make
a tones
;
you play with flexible fingers and make the piano sing.”
For several lessons we gave her the same medicine for her fingers that we
give a beginner. She was intensely interested. Being naturally bright and
musical, she soon acquired a beautiful and sensitive touch and learned to love
and appreciate good music, and her playing was a source of great pleasure
both to herself and her friends. Music had a real, a definite meaning to her.
The Speaking and Singing- Voice.
We now desire to say a word in relation to the training of the speaking
and singing-voice, which is indeed a very serious matter, when we consider
the fact that wrong training not only greatly injures the voice, but is frequently
detrimental to the health of the pupil. How few people there are who use
their voices musically in speaking! The poet speaks of “a voice that is low
and sweet as being an excellent thing in woman. It is, however, no mo e
to be admired in woman than man. With the majority of people, this pleas -
ant, musical quality of voice can only be acqired by special training under the
direction of the skillful teacher. It is an excellent plan for a voice-trainer to
observe carefully the peculiarities of the speaking-voice of different persons
to notice the change of facial expression which accompanies the utterance of
a great variety of emotions incident, to surrounding conditions and different
mental states. He will discover many things that are “true to nature ” and
also many things that are affected and artificial, owing to a wrong adjustment
of the vocal parts. *
• Much of the character of a man is revealed by his voice' in speaking.
Certain tones of the voice have been designated “character tones.” The lateMr. Socrates once remarked: “Let me hear you speak, and I will tell von
what you are.” We know from critical observation and analysis that there is
much truth in the philosopher’s saying. Now, in Order to have the voice
musical in speech and song, there must be right muscular action in tone-produc-
tion
;
there must be a correct adjustment of all the vocal parts hy which can be
obtained a pure and distmct articulation, enunciation and pronunciation of
every element of the English (or any other) language. There must be complete
control of the breath as itpasses out of the lungs. There must be no undue effort
in emitting the voice, which is the cause of so much waste of strength both
n speaking and singing. The voice-trainer must teach all these “ real things”
scientifically and philosophically, in accordance with mental and physical laws
if he expects lus pupils to sing and speak expressively and impressively,
During the past ten years the production of the voice in speaking and singing has been and still is a subject ofprofound scientific in vestigation, in our coun-
try and m Germany, France, and England. Many discoveries have been made
of great practical value to the teacher of the voice ; while, on the other hand
much that has been written about methods, systems, schools, breathing and
registers, is confusing, misleading and of no value to teacher or pupil, r 0floumanssays : “Science, in its true and largest meaning, is the interpretation
of nature, a comprehension of the workings of law wherever law prevails ”
In the use of scientific knowledge there should be a large admixture of com-mon sense. Every teacher of the voice ought to have some knowledge of the
science of anatomy, but more especially of the relation of the mind and thebody to artistic singing and speaking, much of which knowledge he can put
to practical use and which will greatly aid him in the right “interpretation of
nature.
When a pupil comes to you to have his voice trained, ought vou be<dn
with sustained tones? No. Ought you tell him (modestly) that vou are die
on y teacher of the Old Italian method ? No. Ought you show him pictures
of the vocal machinery ? No. Ought you talk about diaphragmatic, intercos-
al or clavicular breathing ? No. Ought you to mysteriously inform him thathe has five registers? or ought you to use that great misleading term at all »No, no ! To do such things is to take a mean, unwarrantable advantage o'fthe pupil, who should be taught the “real things” of voice culture first
Let no one lose sight of the important fact, that intelligent doing should
• always precede explaining. How to adjust the throat the tongue, the lips, and
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ship, to know chords by hearing, and to have a mental conception of therela-
tive length and pitch of tones. All these “real things” must he learned byhearinB , thinking and persitent doing, the pupil finding out the right and
wrong of everything by personal observation and analysis.
eilow voice-teachers, some of you are aware of the fact that the voice
d
,,
(1
?
ve
!°Pfd throughout its entire compass without once using
,1 t
»
'JV
be
,
°I the pupil. We believe that the waythe term is often used is the cause of much wrong thinking and doing. A
naifZlVtllCe ha?,no un”ven o.r weak places in it. All vowel and conso-
n^s of the T e sS1 ,7 , I"'?duced ln, anJ part of its compass. It is the husi-
to t teaoher first to discover the defects in each pupil’s voice, and thengive the special exercises which will remove them.
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In ordinary breathing, when the clothing is
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method
;
b
,
ut at the same time, ought not we all to seriously
u v s the question, Are we teaching “ the real things of music”?
THE REAL THINGS IN MUSIC
AND NECESSARY PREPARATION FOR THE SAME,
[mad BEFORE THE M. T. N.A. BY OCTAVE HENSEI,.]
“ The real things of Music.”
A subject which in the present age should be defined for pupils rather
than suggested to teachers who have the leisure to visit Musical Conventions.
The real things of music
;
it is the unreal things of music which bother
the teacher completely, unreal in music but very real in human nature, these
are the things that teachers must possess, an art to fight against and crush.
_
Every teacher knows that theme, time and correct technical power areduel among the real things, but not every teacher knows how to impart ap-
prehension of these realities where lack of brains, false ideas of music, bad
^
examples followed, self-conceit, and self-approbation reign supreme.
In America, even among our cultured amateurs, the French idea of a Re-
public is the watch-word they would apply to the realms of Music. “Liberti
Fratermte, Egalite,” is on their lips. They do not know that teaching is a
science, nay, more-a gift from God. They do not dream that a special edu-
o'ther
8 reqWre<1 t0 ald
’
,n ma
’
T,y cases t0 the power t0 imPan knowledge to
I have heard young girls say, “We play lots of pieces and sing ever somany opera airs, we can teach beginners anyhow 1 ” That is it, it is “ any-how. J
Why cannot musical people agree: “ liberte, fraternite, egality ” is sogrand and beautiful ? ” Yes, when we find it in the realm of musical art.Rut liberty, fraternity and equality murmered with the lips, and, “I play bet-
ter than that fellow,” or “my method is better than hers” thought in the
„
heart, will never result in harmony of any description.
Then, we have in amateur circles Limited Monarchy advocates, wherethe realm of music is governed by little mutual admiration societies whereH is good to be here falls from the lips of exclusive beings who, St. Peter-lke would be satisfied to have little tabernacles built for them and their mu-
sic dictator where they might forever dwell apart.
. ..
P™vinclal “ties are famous for theL limited monarchies of music, soblinded are the subjects to their own attainments that the kindliest criticism
arouses spite and indignation.
The best way to rid the earth of mutual admiration annoyances is toplace mental brimstone of sarcasm handy and they’ll make a little sulphurlake of their own, which is sure to end in spontaneous combustion, (applause.)
The false pays better than the true in some parts of the teaching world
as well as the trade world
!
To succeed be a snob. Never know as much as your patrons, agree withthem in all things. If they want to play a piece before the technical finger
study is formed, give one by all means, (applause).
If only some American composer would write a Kerosene Lamp Explo-
sion Sonata, with a descriptive schedule of what the music is intended to ex-
press, from an opening chord of the 7th expressive of a cow’s kick, and a
chromatic double trill in the treble to simulate the scattering of glass rapid
arpeggios of flame, and octave bass engines, why the fortune of country piano
teachers would be assured. (Laughter and applause). Even our provincial
sisters wauld take a liking to it, provided the programme of its interpretation
was interspersed with the names of “ Chopin ” and “ Beethoven.” (Laughter )
Presto and Scherzo is all one to these audiences
;
the principle theme of
a Sonata is merely the recurrence of a pretty melody (where it has a tune to
it to be sure), No intellect is required, in their estimation, to play the piano
you’re a piece performer if you make a noise, and newspaper eritics will an-plaud vour rendering of a piece. y
ETUDE.
Performer on the piano ! The very title calls up visions of a circus ring
and tight rope, (laughter). “Rendering” kitchen affinities for tallow, mut-
ton fat, and lard
!
No; intellect is not needed. Miss Barbara Selfpoise practised to play
better than the rival teacher Mme. Jemima Gettum, and Jemima goes at it
for the sake of playing better than anybody in town. Art for the love of art
music for dear music’s sake is never thought of, and their pupils follow in
their footsteps.
In the vocal world a voice properly placed is Greek to the amateur, public
and pupil. All they want is to reach high C, bodily and face contortion are
executed if only the singer hits the note squarely and metallically, power of
lung and mushey throat tones are all an audience requires. Scientifically
educated teachers, intellectually conscientious in their work are ignored
;
any-
woman who can squall an opera air, shriek Soprano C, neigh out a trill, pos-
sess a footlight reputation, which may mean something or nothing, any woman
capable of bringing her pupils out on the local stage dressed in “ Surah Silk
and Passamentarie ” to yelp a waltz song or bawl a Bolero, why such an ar-
tistic teacher will discount any Diplomee of the Conservatories of Europe.
It is mediocrity which pays all the world over. God help the cause of
music in America where firm principle and nobility of purpose a»e lacking in
a teacher.
But there is a class of apparently superficial teachers who demand our
sympathy. I mean those employed in the musical department of Literary
Schools, a department which it would be a mercy to see banished from the
land. Intelligent teachers too often find themselves the slaves of some igno-
ramus principal who cares nothing for good honest teaching so long asthe pu-
pils make a good “show ” at close of school year.
Every city should have its Music School, directed by an experienced
educated artist and teacher. Retired parsons, whose youth and talents are
supposed to have been given to the study of theology, have no business to mix
musical education with the literary curriculum and Bible class instructionToo often they employ so called ‘cheap teachers,’ young ladies who teach forpocket money; needy language teachers who can help in the music depart-
ment; and that more pathetic class, elderly ladies of aristocratic parentagewho studied music in ante helium days, now obliged to support themselves byinstructing beginners. Ah ! One’s lips are sealed unless the cause of musictakes precedence ot the cause of Humanity, which it don’t in the world’*
estimation.
Enough of the disagreeably ludicrous side of the real things in music.
thin<^
0Hr ^ ^ necessar
^ PreParati°n to face and control the real unreal
A successful teacher must be a consummate judge of human nature, powero read character almost at a glance, and adaptability to win the pupil’s con-fidence. Then, knowledge to instruct technical requirements without over-wearmess to the pupi
,
unless said pupil is utterly and totally unable tomprove in any direction. I speak diplomatically
; conscientiously I shouldsay, pulverize with discouragement untalented, un-musical pupils Godknows we have enough musical gymnasts and mechanics in the world already*
*
t ?! !
St teachel
- s are not always foreigners, but our best teachers shouldcertainly have the advantages of a foreign education.
American teachers who have studied abroad may not be as scientific,!!
perfect in technical intricacies, but they have clearer ideas and the rift rfpartmg to others an intuitive perception of what is required by “lie pupiland adaptabilities to fill all emergencies. The American mind is creative in
’
ventive in more things than wooden nutmegs and telephones.
But a foreign education is necessary, the constant hearing of the best
perhaps the Bohemian content of artist-life give the telcher anoWe^brotdSview of human nature, and make him less anxious to appear the wrekt I I tOne finds out in Europe that “good wine needs no bush,” the grelter^knowledge the humbler the scholar.
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[For The Etude.]
PIANO PLAYING AND GENERAL
MUSICAL INSTRUCTION.
BY CARLYLE PETERSILEA.
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NEWS OF THE MONTH.
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THE etude. 161THE STUDY OF THE PIANO
STUDENT’S MANUAL.PRACTICAL COUNSELS.
By H. PARENT.
(Translated from the French by 11. A. Bierstadt.)
In music, as in other things, work is lessdnl
,
success more assured, if from principle the !
student keeps before him a clearly defined end
and is acquainted with the means by which it
can be attained. J
Every one who studies the piano in a serious
way ought to have in view a triple result:- I
' execution of works by the great mas-
1
- 2. Reading at sight;
3.
The knowledge of the laws of harmony,
without which it is impossible to understand
and analyze music.*
These different parts of a musical education
1
should he carried on together from the beHn-
as
-
to U0ld the ^proportion that is Itoo often found in pupils’ attainments. Some I
are pianists without being musicians ; others are
!
musicians without being pianists. I
do be a pianist, in the ordinary acceptation
of the word,
_ is to possess sufficient execution
j
hnt
bl
in
b
/h
0 lnterp
,
ret wel1 anY work whatever; !bu the sense that we attach to the word
one ought also to understand the necessity of!
applying this execution to a well selected reper-tory composed with taste and frequently' re-
oewed. In a word, a pianist should always beprepared to seat himself at the piano. This!
itTs’rmml'
6 &
nevertheless,
to dav i« U' i°' .E
sua D a P’eco that is known-d y is laid aside to-morrow. Even the most in-
,!
S
Y
1S UP,' S readiIY forget what they have
nfcea
S
H
and ahvays live unprepared between thepiece they did once know and the one not quite3’pl
rf
ed * Such a course ought not to beron-
sideied admissible, for as regards the piano
we study to know, to enrich onr memory, to
^ep in our fingers a chosen repertory, perfected
and improved by time and thought.
cminn
mg IS
-°,
f
i
notUess imPortance than exe-utio ,
_
especially for an amateur. A time
comes, indeed, when there is no longer leisure
ment'
0*6 SeVerd h°UrS & daY to an accomplish-
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he
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firs
j repertory is exhausted, if
a , instead of being a pleasure, is only alaborious study, music Is given up and thepmno closed, not to be reopened.
lhe good reader, on the other hand, can keepUP h.s music all his life. He may have onlV
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* 33 3 work that we can attain this
must ;3
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U )t a pi]pd s natural musical ability
results oht
’
!1
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,
reater or less degree into the
howeve?
but
.
without work this ability,
be
-Aiaa 1 ilis
shalPeo?iffne°
referring puniH to ,
statl "g their importance and
dples of Music Manunt U°^
8 by M ‘ A ‘ Savard UnV
’ ™al and Course in Harmony).
in ‘
"“ri1 “P ipi ‘
af3re,3 ah?yS aWake’ wil1 aid a Pat!en tttention and resolute will. 1
j
Ey method, the pupil becomes familiar with
all processes which facilitate execution andincrease tenfold the value of the time ex-pended in study. By method alone is it pos-
,3 to acquire a good technique.
. U® lmportance of this point is often douhted
enlightoed
“Perie"M 1,as not “ffloiently
Many believe that developing the mechanism
,
aualh,Vr
y
f*
mUCl1 °f the graC6
’
the obarm, the
q alities of expression, to which so great a
value is attached. This is a mistake.
-However gifted the pupil may be (says M.Le Couppey, in his Advice to Young Teachers),lowever rich the talent that nature has bestowed
flfUrU’.1 1>ractice llas not made his fingerstxible, if by persevering work he has not over-
come all the difficulties of execution, not only
vill there be a height of perfection he will never
attain, but sooner or later his progress will be
arrested by unforeseen obstacles.”
Yet us not close this subject without meeting
a probable objection. Is not the course proposed
oo extended for the average mind? Can it notbe simplified under some circumstances?
lhe eight or ten years generally devoted tothe piano in a young person’s education ought,
if well employed, to produce the desired result
and this without extra labor and without the
possession of unusual talent.
However, if the studies cannot follow a reo-ular
rfeT’l/l
the pUpiI ’s
.
onU ambition is to Taste
the selfish joys that this art gives, if physical
aptness is wanting, then it will be seen at aglance that greater importance should be given
to reading than to execution.
If, on the other hand, everything favors the
complete development of the musical taste, apupil can become both a musician and a pianist
and shoffid push forward to this end, with that
faith and will that always insure success.
Advice.
This work, it must he borne in mind is
addressed to pupils, which fact explains andU fT" j'® t0?e Which !s > Perhaps, a littleaffirmative and authoritative. It seems to mehowever, that in a lesson (and this book is noth-ing more than a senes of written lessons) theteacher is held not only to have decided opin-ions, but to express them strongly. 1
general advice on the method of practice.
1. What are the most important general
recommendations to be given pupils t
1 he most important recommendations are-—
striking
the fiDgerS Cl°Se t0 the beys in
2. Sink them completely.
hlif
AlwaYs beep the forearm absolutely flexi-
4. Practise slowly.
This last recommendation must be applied
to everything connected with mechanism-
exercise, etude or piece—whether advancement
is made or not, whether the music is difficult
or not-m a word, in everything and always.
How should a piece be learnedf
Die time devoted to the learning of a pieceShook] generally be divided into three periods,lhe first should be devoted exclusively to the
mechanism. In the second, the study of
mechanism should be joined to that of the
shadings. The third should be given to per-
fecting the piece, and committing it to memory.
it should be well understood, that a piece
ought to be divided up into parts, and these
different parts practised successively, in such a
manner that the final ending may be still in the
first period of practice, while the beginning will
already be in the third. 8
3. Why not make these three periods into a
single one and devote three times as much
time to it?
Because m studying the piano, before attempt-ing the musical interpretation, the mechanism
ot the instrument must be done. This material
part ot the practice represents the framework ofthe piece, and it is necessary to establish thisfirmly before attempting the shadings.
4. How should a piece be studied during the
first period of practice, that is to say,m the beginning?
The piece should be divided into short frag-
ments, (say four measures) and each one of these
passages should be repeated mechanically* from
1asecutive,y» in proportion to
U d
, *T T , lhls Preparatory study has forits object absolute accuracy in the notes, time,
accents and fingering. Each passage or fragment
ot a passage, each measure or fragment of a
measure, containing any difficulty of mechanism
whatever, should next be repeated alone and
meclmnically, m the form of an exercise, from
five to fifty times. This practice must be done
rigorously every day during all the time of the
first period, and continued in a smaller propor-
tion during the other two.
1 1
5- Is it a matter of indifference whether the
passage be repeated ten times each day
for eight days, for example, or forty times
for two days? The sum is the same.No; it is not a matter of indifference. Time
ripens the progress obtained daily, and precision
s acquired little by little. It is then essential
to practise daily all the passages of the piece, orthat portion of the piece that is being studied.
6. What is meant by playing mechanically?
1° play mechanically, the following co -
ciitioDs must be observed i
1. Play slowly.
2. Articulate vigorously.
3. Accent likewise.
4. Play /whatever shading is indicated.
5. hive to each note and to each rest its
exact value.
7. In what kind of movement should the
passages be repeated?
Very slowly. In one of the movements
comprised between No. 76 and No. 100 of the
metronome, a beat on every note (if the passage
is in equal notes).f v
8. Is it necessary to practise exclusively ffduring the time of the first period?
.
* es> generally. However, in the case of apiece whose character is rather melodious aftersome days of ff practice the proportionate
the m3may 3 °bsm’eCU on conditi0n thatechanical practice of all the passages hecontinued at the same time. g
9. What is meant by observing the propor-
tionate sonority ?
“ "
?
See No. 6 for what I mean by this word
to^ractis^whh
1?" d
?
6S "0t ‘mpIy that it is "ecessary
NoUg) but on3h?t
e
b
r
v°?h
0
?
e (C°n3 °n this P0^
study can be control?/ S h® movement for
I See No. 9 for what is to be understood by this term
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By observing the proportionate sonority is
meant, giving to all the themes the importance
of a first plan, by playing them uniformly ff
while the accompaniments are played uni-
formly pp.
10. How long ought the firstperiod ofpractice
to last t
During a third of the time devoted to the
learning of the piece.
11. How should the passages be separated
f> om one another
,
so that each may be
pratised as an exercise ?
All passages generally have a more or less
hxed plan : a scale, a fragment of a scale, an
arpeggio, or part of an arpeggio, five-finger
movement, or a compound of these different
forms. Each one of them should be practised
separately; then joining two together, always
going back to the last, so that each passage will
fiave been practised in its connection with what
Precedes it and what follows.
12. Should the hands be studied separately
or together ? a
There is no absolute rule in regard to this.
It is well to separate the hands
1. When difficulties appear in each of them
at the same time.
2. To ascertain more easily the faults in the
mechanism of a passage, where the execution is
considered defective without its being known
to what to attribute it.
3. It is also well to practise the left hand
alone in all parts where the two hands move in
contrary directions, to establish equality in
execution; the mechanism of the left handbeing almost always inferior to that of the
first ?eJUl afain t0 seParate ^e parts ath st the study of passages where the hands
aie crossed (I he hand that is displaced mustpass over the other.)
13. Why, m the practice of passages, is it
necessary to play slowly and loud, instead
oj observing the proper shadings and the
correct time ?
Precision and equality are acquired by prac-tising slowly. Clearness and firmnesS
P
are
acquired by loud practice.
Any passage played pp will always have
teste an" bri" iMcy if ! * h»
14. Should the passages of a piece be prac-
usedjust as they are written ?
a es; generally. However, it is sometimes
useful to increase the difficulty of a passage in
When the hand is not displaced and the
tetr a]I
Example.—The held notes added
Ten.
zsa.
Example.
—Change of accent :
—
1 2 4 5 ^5 a .
5—is:
When there is a displacement of the handthe passage is either ascending or descend ino- •and it can be practised in two ways (preserving
strictly the same fingering).
7
Example.
—An ascending passage:
When the accent falls upon a strong finger
it can be changed to a weak one. ’
1 5. Cannot the phrases in a piece be practised
with a view to applying them further
than to one particular piece, and so make
^
them typical to a certain extent?
.
Yes; they may be studied for general applica-
tion. To do this, it is necessary to separata
each passage that contains a special difficulty
from the phrase, and make an exercise of it
repeating it in all the keys, if the context will
permit.
16. How should the piece be studied during
the second period ?
The practice of mechanism, to which the first
period has been devoted, must be continued,
and at the same time each phrase should be
practised with the shadings, just as each passage
has previously been practised, then connect the
plirases as the passages were connected.
” TihTiffjr be
work
?
f mechanism must be continued,
so the shadings which were observed in the
wbol
PTh’ th,6 details blended into the
to memory.
^ m“St be committed
18. In this Hurd period of practice, must not
the piece be played in its proper time, andhow is this to be accomplished if it has
never been practised rapidly?
execution^ f
Wa7
i°
f reachiug a satisfactory
o a quick movement is through slowpractice. However, if from a very slow tempoone attempts to pass without transition to
1
avery rapid one embarrassment and trouble will
"T* * It is better, Se™,"
cittcim the point by degrees.
By means of the metronome all the inter-
mediate movements which separate the begto-mng .from the finishing will be passed sueiSss-
The end attained without sudden transitionthe slow practice should be resumed, and thepiece played in its proper time, only that thewhole may be appreciated.
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The metronome may be either an excellent or
whichhisTut H
ng
’
a
,
c°ordiug to the use to
j._ g ,i
i ' ^ ought only to be employeeto fix the proper tempo of a piece, or to avoid
rhythm!
gU ar,tieS time which destro7 the
It is well to practise with the metronomeWereiS a tendcn<Y to stal’d
category.) (
Exercises enter into this latter
The piece might also be played through withe metronome from the beginning to thelndthat the rhythm be fully understood Dm
be
S
SineVthr take Ule P'- of Toiing^fed n\ e Practice of passages when the
,
s
j )
e t|m e, and the fingering are not thoroughly learned. In the first place the faffit to
inTh!!?
be
a
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Qt disappear
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the rhythm is necessarily samfi-cecl precision, or precision to rhythm
7
In playing with the metronome, wheneverone gets out, it
,s „ot well to try and getTngain by hurrying or retarding; better'’ ston
T°r‘- »“ «“PV measure ami comJn£the defective passage all over. e
20. Must all pieces be submitted to this division
into three periods ?
It is only absolutely necessary to conform to
this division as far as concerns the first period
of practice
;
the duration of the other two may
be increased or shortened according to the
character of the difficulties in the piece. Occa-
sionally the order indicated may be even in
verted, and the piece be learned by heart before
studying it with the shadings. It is particu-
larly advisable to do this when the music is not
of such a nature as to be easily retained by ear.
It ought then to be committed to memory by'
reasoning, and in this case it requires some time
to perfeet the work of the memory.
21. How must the etudes be practised?
In the same manner as the pieces. However
for finger exercises the first period should be
greatly prolonged, even to the detriment of the
others.
22. How should the exercises be practised?
PIANO TEACHING.
BY
F. LE COUPPEY.
Of late years piano-forte instruction has
made considerable progress. Formerly the study
of musm was regarded only as the privilege of
a brilliant education. To-day it is no longer
S0
- bn a11/anks of society, in nearly every
condition of fortune, it is considered necessary
that a young person should play the piano.
lhe number of teachers, also limited in the
past, increases with the pupils and will increase
still further. A profession with such wide
prospects has awakened the ambition of many
in search of an honorable means of subsistence
and thus an impulse has been given to a largfT
number of persons in the middle classes to earn
a livelihood by piano teaching.
tblS ei
}
din vie vv, a beginning is usually
made by applying to some able master forthe purpose of undertaking a thorough study
of the instrument under his direction.
But having finished this study everything is
Tnew -iT
a
?F
Shed
- To the 70ung teacherne difficulty soon presents itself, that of
mparting with clearness to others an art of which
ie believes all the secrets possessed by himself.A vast difference separates the artist from the
professor The merit of one does not neces-
sarily include the merit of the other, and many
s S lf i"Tlffiti0Dable taIent has confessedms inability to train pupils
The success of a teacher lies in experience;but has experience its precepts, its rules its
method, its tradition? I do not hesitate toaaS? r .t iat> . although the principles of the-'
process '”f
an
(
a ,
|’.
lt is not
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the same with the
modified '
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t 7 t]r Aticular eifd that
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that allV^Si^ !t Dot be affirmed
disannenr if
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nger of error would
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of every di,u
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each steP, a solution
' )t; and the fraternal counsel of an
f
1
artist, who thinking less of proposing himself
as a model than of rendering some assistance
would tell what he has done and seen, and whattune and reflection have taught him ? Such isthe thought that has inspired this little book.
II.
thee A child has any taste for music.
IIE '
1. It is difficult to determine with any decree
of precision the age at which a child £ vbegin the study of the piano. His greater or Essprecocity his more or less delicate and nervou.
organization, his state of health, his strength
his character, his taste, all these things shoffibe taken into consideration. As soon, however
as a child knows how to read fluently, what-
steSh.“ay - be reas° ,“bi>' tb.theie would be no insurmountable difficulty inhis beginning his musical studies. His progress may not be rapid, he will appear not toadvance a step for a year, or two years perhaps
“7 bus only been iLulcLSmus c, as a celebrated professor has expressed
it, the time will have been well spent. A childhas often been compared to a flexible twig which
receives and retains whatever bent is impartedto it; his essentially malleable nature yields
easily to every impression. Thus he will learnto read without effort, almost without beinga^areof
, ,
even ,n his play sometimes, wliiEon the other hand, an adult of uncultivated
intelligence will have more trouble in simplyST% the !ftters of tbe alphabet. Thisacuity of assimilation possessed in so eminent
a degree by the child, should then be take,advantage of, for later in life the adaptability ofms powers will no longer be the same
obstacles resulting solely from the increase ofhis years will have to be contended with
2. In genera], a child’s taste is recognizedby his ability to reproduce any rhythm for toSi hf °f ’ b>’ his pleaL“in hear-'
and
°f Uny lnstrument, by his memoryby his desire to learn; and if he has he
sides a flexible and well-formed hand if his
dieftions
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16 C°mbines a]1 ^e in-lvr 0 ta ,eu t’ and his musical education™ay be undertaken with confidence It is m,fortunate that the first lessons are atoiost invari-'
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toU ^hmjoy is so great when the
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lautt
; and this success is not less enjoyed by the
" ^
teacher who has led him. 7 7 1
(To be Continued.)
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THE TECHNICON, or PIANISTS HAND GYMNASIUM.
.
Recognized by leading musicians as the most scientific and perfect appliance ever brought before the musical world for preparing the hand to overcome all technic 1difficulties. It is not a dumb keyboard, but a scientific instrument, founded upon important physiological principles, and has the advantage of exercising details of thehand’s mechanism which derive too little development by keyboard exercise to enable them to contribute their important functions in the production of the many qualitie
°r
t0
,
uc
^
an<^ general mastery of technique which is needed for advancement in piano playing. It gives relief from monotonous exercises at the piano, by the attainment
of physical results rapidly produced, and has received the approval of medical men as being founded on scientific principles, and reducing the physiological side of
playing to a systematic and intelligible basis. piano
For a perfect technique, the muscles of the fingers, hands and arms must be entirely under the control of the will power. At the piano, the attention is necessarily ant tobe drawn away from the muscular action to the musical effect produced, thereby only indirectly training the muscles. Gymnastic exercises, on the contrary, are more antto direct the whole attention to the mental efforts necessary to satisfactorily bring about the complicated nervous and muscular actions which are required for each controlledmovement of a finger or wrist. Many eminent pianists testify that one half-hour with the Technicon is equal to two hours of technical exercises at the piano.
VALUABLE TESTIMONY FROM LEADING PROFESSORS AND EDUCATIONAL ESTABLISHMENTS.
Strongly Recommended for use in
“ I fully concur in the truthful solutions of the problems
which piano players will have to thank you and your invention,
the Technicon for in a superlative degree, as soon as they are
able to know its value. The results gained by myself and pu-
pils from over two years’ experience with it are not only highly
satisfactory, but I find its advantages constantly increasing.”
WM. H. SHERWOOD.
“The Technicon is calculated to revolutionize all hitherto
known modes of preparing the physical organizaf >u to obey
the player’s will. For some time past, a part of ev. y lesson inmy music room has consisted of “ Technicon Drill?’ and with
the happiest results, mental and muscular. It is, in reality, a
‘thinking machine,’ so unerringly does it guide the student’s
thoughts into right channels.”
ALBERT R. PARSONS.
This invention was highly commended by the late Abb£
Liszt, in the presence of prominent pianists at his home, in
Weimar.
“I regard the Technicon as very helpful to piano players.”
WM. MASON.
“ All thinking pianists will find the Technicon a wonderful
help in preparing the hand to grasp easily all technical diffi-
culties.”
S. B. MILLS.
“Fifteen minutes’ exercise with the Technicon will give re-
sults equal to at least an hour’s practice at the piano, and with
great economy of nerve.”
-W. S. B. MATHEWS.
Conservatories and Schools, as it Effects a Great Saving in Wear and Tear of Pianos.
™ , St - Mary 8 Academy, Notre Dame, IndianaWe have published the Technicon in this year’s prosnectm
of the Academy, and recommend it to other communities he
side our own, as we find it fully answers the purposes claimed"
for it. You may place us in your list of endorsers of the Teel,
nicon with our entire satisfaction,”
SISTER M. ELIZABETH,
Directress of Music Dep'l.
_
,
Lorbtto Abbey, Toronto, Canada
P We have adopted the Technicon in all our academies with
much profit.” ’ uu
SISTER M. MARGARITA,
Directress of Music Dep't.
Miss Porter’s & Mrs. Dow’s School, Farmington, ConnWe have been using the Brotherhood Technicon at the
school for more than a year past, and it is now my intention to
adopt it permanently for all the piano students of my depart-
ment. Please, therefore, send us six more of your valuable in-
struments. It is an indispensable aid to those who aspire to
overcome technical difficulties, as it produces results which key-board exercise is incapable of giving.” J
BERNARD BOEKELMAN,
Musical Director.
™ ?
MITH CoLLEOE or Music, Northampton, Mass.
Pleaso send me another Technicon, which will make adozen I have introduced into my practice rooms within two
months. I have no hesitation in recommending a half-hour
with the Technicon as a full equivalent for two hours of the
most faithful practice of finger exercises upon the piano fordevelopment of every fundamental quality of touch.”
BENJ. C. BLODGETT.
PRICES.—In Black Walnut, $22.50. In Mahogany, $27.00. Discount to Teachers. Send for Circulars
which should be kept quiescent, for producing the movements involved at the keyboard. Price, 75 cents. To Teachers, 50 cenfs
P
Send stamps™
80 68 Sh°UU be USed
’
and
address J. BROTHERHOOD, No. 6 West Fourteenth Street, New York N. Y.INVENTOR AND P.ATEN.TEE,
-«THE TECHNIPHONE*-
THE TECHNIPHONE is an instrument with
a piano-forte key-board and genuine piano touch,
designed as a substitute for the piano in learning
the mechanical part or technic of piano playing”
For the easy, certain, almost automatic ac-
quiring of a perfect legato and all grades of
staccato, it is as superior to the piano as the
foot-rule is superior to the eye in taking exact
measurements.
Three months of faithful work on the Techni-
phone will lay a better foundation, and advance
the pupil further in acquiring a correct touch
—
the supreme accomplishment in piano playing—
than two years of equally faithful work on the
piano alone. This it does through the novel in-
vention of return sounds to the keys, which intro-
duce into all elementary work a clearness and
precision never before known.
My opinion of the Techniphone is high, and my use of it for my own
N
pract?ce'is constant?
887 '
JOHN S. VAN CLEVE.
N. E. Cokseevatoky, Boston, February 4, 1887.
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w been said on this point, it will snr-
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has " e*er done half an hour’s mechanical
r
Piano-forte, but has reserved that instrumeni-
exciusively for musical uses in the strictest sense.”
A. R. PARSONS.
N. E. Conservatory, Boston, October 2S, 1S86.
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m Practical experience, that in many
flmTw tbidTechmPbon e has advantages over the piano itself,d earnf«y suggest that every teacher who has the
?
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.
hl® PuPi,s at heart, should make a thor-
StSl fS fe T?chm(.f>1,one - Ietti«g it go baud in hand with
ft mi. 1 / the Plan°-forte - I am using it constantly and findi invaluable. CARLYLE PETEESILEA.
The Techniphone has my sincere indorsement. A. D. TURNER.
matter^ ever’invehted.’
3 most Ta^ lla^e corrective for an imperfect legato (or’staccato for that
_
IHE ETUDE, March, 1887.
indorse
3^^ substitute for the Piano itself> for teaching and practical ever^aTthat’l
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could
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JOHN B. MARSH.
Prest. Ohio Music Teachers' Association.
I am more than satisfied with the Techniphone Thero’is’but one'fml't’ in
2h las7"
set forth in your circulars, and that is, aSerlstatement TbVMmpl^
raised the dumb piano from a comparatively useless thing to one of indispensable usefuhfess '
M
I have practiced upon it systematically, and even in one month it lias imnrnvpd . ,
force of my touch and the general effect of my playing to such an extent that oh7
and
and remark upon it without knowing the caul* ll
t Upli V. J — ..Washington, D. C., December 6, 1886.
to
*J£oted with the instrument, and shall advise mv pupils
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- J. P. CAULFIELD.
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"P°n the Piano alone, and which I myself did iway»
more on the Teelfnfphune and’themanuS ?hff°
*ec'mi<iu.e that I could get hold of, but X have learned
You are at liberty to raethia onSYf accompanies it, than from all other sources combined,noer us th s opinion if you desire, for it is as disinterested as it is unsolicited.
EDWARD DICKINSON.
I have heretofore bTe^ver^mu^of
'? pi?n?«°°L*?F MF8IC» Wellesley, Mass., May 13, 1887.
obtaining technical facility upomtlie piano bn?'
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reSard to all mechanical aids for
your invention and shall lfere^fter^confidently recommend its
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use.
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PRICES:
5% Octave, $50.00, .... Octave, $70.00.
DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE.
The Techniphones are giving perfect sntisfnptip^ xr Nortiifiki.I), Minn., May 16, 1887.
upon them, and I look forward to the iim..u a’ Music pupils of all grades enjoy practicing
dexterity upon tho piano or pipe organ will teVoiron”'the^pph’
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econonpzer of time and nerve force
8 111 U a0ne on Tec niphone. It certainly is a great
J. W. PARKER,
Musical Director
,
Carleton College.
I recommend the Techniohone to every eee , • Minneapolis, May 18, 1887.
clean, expressive touch
erf one W1° desires a correct and even execution, and a
H. E. ZOCH.
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?DSICAI' College, Chicago, May 27, 1887.
pupils. We have introduced it into tlJcollege and expect
teaChCrS ^
Dr. F. ZIEGFELD, President.THE THOHJSriFHiOJSrE CO.,
No. 7 West 14th Street, New York.
GRAND, SQUARE, anfl UPRIGHT
TttE PRINCESS.
A NEW MUSIC SATCHEL.
TjiEvjaagiCNiiv^Ece^D.
A MONTHLY PUBLICATION
a These Instruments have been before the Public for nearlyfifty years, and upon their excellence alone
7
) have attained an
U N P U R C H A SED PRE-EMINENCE,Wnicli establishes them as
UNEQUALED
—IN
—
Tone, Toncl, fortaslip, anfl BnraWllly!
Every Piano fully Warranted for 5 Years.
WWI. KNABE & CO.,
204 & 206 W. Baltimore Street, BALTIMORE.
COUNTERPOINT AND CANON
Tl»e only SMAtl FOLIO which DOES jffOT
ROLL AND RUIN SHEET MUSIC.
Patent, March, 1886, by
DR. EUGENE THAYER.
Leather, Single
Leather, per Dozen..
CASH PRICES:
.$2 00
20 00
Dealers^Address
0 re°eipt °f Pr‘°e ' Special terma 40 Teachers “nd
THEO. PRESSER,
1704 Chestnut St., Philadelphia.
PHILADELPHIA MUSICAL ACADEMY,
Devoted to General Musical Literature, Current
News, Criticisms,
|
Correspondence, Etc.
Each number contains new and choice music that, If purchased sep*.
rate, would cost more than the yearly subscription.
THE MUSICAL RECORD has bsen before the musical public under
the title of DWIGHT'S JOURNAL OP MUSIC, thus making It th.
oldest musical journal in the United States. With the array of able con-
tributors, and the efficient editorial corps, THE MUSICAL RECORD
stands in the front rank among musical journals In this country.
Subscription, St.00 a Year. Sample Copy Free.
J617 SPRUCE STREET. 18th SEASON.
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FOR SALE.
Zeckwer Metronome.
'HISTORY OF PIAIO-FORTE MUSIC.
This Metronome is absolutely correct,
very simple in construction and
can not get out of order.
PRICE, $3.00.
By J. C. EILLMOBE.
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IN THENATURAL art of singing.
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r Tefhin8 sjn«ia« Schools and Training
fifteen cents, by the
* Fer dozen. Sample mailed, on receipt of
JOHNSON PUBLISHING CO.,
Mll/ros (NORifI UMlUiltLJ VJ> COL), FA.
For Sale at the
Philad’a Musical Academy,
405 Copies Messe Solennelle,
- Dulcken
!!
Dedication Ode, - Chadwick.'
362 Landing of the Pilgrim Fathers,
1CW a. „ Singer.
ill „ Henry of Navarre, - Whiting.225 The Rose, - . Gilchrist.
This is the music that was used for the chorus at the
meeting of the Music Teacher’s National Association at
Indianapolis. The copies are but slightly worn, and
will be sold at greatly reduced price.
ADDRESS
THEO. PRESSER,
Secretary for 1887,
1704 CHESTNUT STREET.
THE MANUMONEON.
An Apparatus for aiding the Development of the Hand.
Furnishes the means for overcoming all mechanical difficulties of Piano-forte and Organ playing.
pJte*
l0W<!St "n PriC6
’
Sma” a“d ea8”y portable and Jet tha moat com-
Tested and recommended by high authorities.
Price, $10.00
For descriptive circular, etc., address,
Gustav L. Becker, Patentee and Manufacturer
ISO E. 82d Street, New York.
1617 SPRUCE STREET,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
PRINCESS SNOWFLAKE
TZEUIE]
HENRY F. MILLER
PIANOS
Or Beyond the Icebergs,
A NEW COMIC OPERA IN THREE ACTS,
WITH ORIGINAL WORDS AND MUSIC,
By Benjamin Cross, Jr.
HENRY F, MILLER & SONS’
PIANO COMPANY,
PHILADELPHIA.BOSTON.
Manufactory, Wakefield, Mass.
PRICE, $1.25.
J^ESSONS given by mail in Harmony, Counterpoint,
Composition, and Piano Playing.
ents will receive instruction of highest character,
are f vt.r ®f
end on t^le results if the directions given
faithfully complied with.
Address GEO. H. HOWARD,
84 West Rutland Square,
BOSTON, MASS.
Published by
THEO. PRESSER,
No. 1704 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.
COURSE IN HARMONY,
GEORGE II. HOWARD, A.M.
C. A. CAMP,
PAINESVILLE, OHIO.
Transportation Sharps, Flats, and their relations
taught by United States Music Chart, with moving dia-
gram. Equals a year in Music. New and useful to all.
25 CENTS BY MAIL.
BEST TEST-BOOE FOB BEGINNERS EVES PUBLISHED
1500 Copies Sold.
The work is now nearly finished. 142 pages
are bound in neat pamphlet form, and will serve
every purpose ofa practical text-book of harmony.
Price 50 Cents. Per Dozen, $4.50
address
THEODORE PRESSER,
1704 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa.
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CLASSIC COLLECTIONS
OF PIANO-FORTE MUSIC.
The following elegant and correct editions of cele-
brated musical works are in constant demand bv good
players:— °
BEETHOVEN’S SONATAS, lebert and Von Billow
edition. In paper, 2 vols., each $3.00. The same in
Cloth, embossed, 2 vols., each $6.00.
CHOPIN’S MAZURKAS. In paper, $1.00.
CHOPIN’S NOCTURNES. Cloth, $1.50
;
paper, 60 cts.
CHOPIN’S y\ ALTZES. Cloth, $1.25; paper, 60 cts.
SCHUMANN’S ALBUM, Op. 68 and 15. Paper, $1.00.
SONATINEX ALBUM, Fingered by Kohler. Cloth,
$1.60
;
paper, 75 cts.
CLEMENTI’S SONATINAS, Op. 36, 37 and 38.
60 cts.
KOHLER’S KINDER (Children’s) ALBUM.
75 cts.
MENDELSSOHN’S SONGS without Words.
$1.60; paper, $1.00.
' The above books, with the exception of Beethoven’s
Sonatas, are reprints of Peters’ celebrated editions of
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orks
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and are extra good and correct editions,
and faithful copies of the originals.
A MUSICAL FEAST
Paper,
Paper,
Cloth,
Plano Classics, recently published, is a book
filled With unusually good piano pieces of medium diffi-
culty, by modern composers.
Price, Cloth, $1.50; Boards, $1,00.
ANY BOOK MAILED FOR THE RETAIL PRICE.
is always before the readers of Ditson & Co.’s advertise-
ments
;
and new works of great beauty are continually
in preparation by the best composers.
JEHOVAH’S PRAISE ($1.00, or $9.00 per doz.), by L.
O. Emerson, is a finely-arranged and well- filled Church
Music and Singing School Book.
THE ROYAL SINGER (60 cts., or $6.00 per doz.) is a
complete, practical and interesting Singing Class
Book. It is well fitted also for use in High Schools.
Advanced Piano Players have been much pleased with
Piano Classics ($1.00), which has sold largely. Other
Classical books are Song Classics ($1.00) and Young
People’s Classics for Piano (1.00).
UNITED VOICES (50 cts., or $4.80 per doz.), by L. O.
Emerson, a most attractive new School Song Book,
with a large collection of new songs.
CHILDREN’S DIADEM (30 cts., or $3.00 per doz.), by
Abbey & Munger, is a new collection of the sweetest
Sunday School Songs.
COLLEGE SONGS (50 cts.) and WAR SONGS (50 cts).
Two of the most popular collections in existence for
social and for patriotic singing.
ANY BOOK MAILED FOR THE RETAIL PRICE.
M YOUR SCHOOL SOIG BOOKS
OF OLIVER DITSON & CO.,
whose series of well made, melodious songsters areknown everywhere, and give general satisfaction.
The Newest High School Song Book
-is-
SONG GREETING (60 cents
; $6 per doz.). It is filled
with the best of part-songs. A fine collection.
ROYAL SINGER (60 cts.
; $6 per doz.). Made for
for^cfool
SSea> ^ 3 ®° 0<^ ant^ aPProPriate book
For Ladies' Classes. Music for Female Voices
Perkins’ Yocal Echoes ($1.00)
; Tilden’s Choice Trios
{$100)
’
M°rSe ’ 8 We,Ie8ley Co,lege Collection
For Common Schools.
Song Bells (50 cts.
; $4.80 per doz.). A favorite genera/
collection ot songs. As good and practical Not<
Keaders, we commend Emerson & Brown's
Reader (Book I, 50 cts.
; Book 2, 60 cts.).
Song
For Young Children.
Gems for Little Singers (30 cts.
; $3.00 per doz.) is a
little beauty, as is Frpsh Flowers (25 cts.
; $2.40 ner
doz.), which is full of children’s hymns and tunes.
Kindergarten Chimes ($1.00), by Kate D. Wiggin, is
an excellent book for Kindergarten Teachers, with
many merry songs.
SEND FOR LISTS AND CATALOGUE. V_
_
run ib I b nu l ,
,9- PITSON & GO., Boston, Mass.
C. H. DITSON & CO., 867 Broadway, New York.
THE BOSTON MUSIC COMPANY,
O. SCHIUMEIt, Jr.t Managery
IMPORTERS AND PUBLISHERS OF
Sheet Music and Music Books
Edition Petera. Edition Augener
Edition Cotta. Edition Pohle.
Our “ Select List of Musical Compositions ” a Catalogue6S pages long, ofchoice music for the Voice, Piano and Organ artSttedlv
“beT’ *° “y aiWreSS ' AoC°Unt8
No. 28 WEST STREET,
BOSTOir, adLA-SS.
JUST PUBLISHED
C,C, MULLER'S TABLES
FOR
New i Lessons + in t Harmony.
BY
JOHN C. FILLMORE.
“We know no other work in which a mueical student can learn so
much about harmony in fifty pages of text and examples for exer-
cise .”—The Nation, New York.
This work is based on tho ideas of Dn. fluoo Riemann, and has as
an appendix his lecture on “ The Nature of Harmony.”
“A careful perusal (of this) will enable students to see clearly the
drift of modern speculation in music.”— The Nation.
Dr. Kiemann, “ Tho greatest living musical theorist.”—The Nation.
Modulation and Chromatic Alteration.
Betng a succession to his Tables for writing Elementary Harmonic
Exercises, and for
HARMONIZING MELODIES.
Affording the most diversified practice in the above branches, with
Practical and Comprehensive Explanations.
PRICE .
. $1,00.
Published by G. SCHIRMER, 35 Union Square,
J. E. DITS0H- & CO., 1228 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa.
MUSICAL GAME.
ALLEGRAN DO
SD
By RIDLEY PRENTICE
A GUIDE FOE PIANO STUDENTS,
SIX G- IRy
_A_ ID IE]S
,
Price 75 Cents Each. 7.00 per doz.
NEW EDITION.
STUDIES IN PHRASING, MEMORIZING
AND INTERPRETATION.
Selected from the Works of Haydn, Mozart, Heller
Phrasing™!
011
’ explanatory remarks on the Theory,
By W. S. B. MATHEWS,
Author of "How to Understand Music."
PRICE, $1.50.
Published by THEODORE PRESSER,
1704 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
.
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under whhffiey ere composed, what they suggest, questions on theinformation given, metronome marks, birth and death ofthe composers, graded lists of pieces/etc
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thls work is t0 helP t0 the better understanding and enjoyment of beautiful Music.
THEO. PRESSER, Publisher,
PHILADELPHIA.
Instruction and Pleasure Combined.
A SPLENID GAME FOR EVERY HOME.
»
COnsistfi of cardB
'
on which ,l '0 different notes and reef,
the T °n t,VCry “V1 - V,er " numbor are distributed amongplayers, the cards are played lit succession and added together a»
meet P i‘
ycl untl1 the ™lue of “ Whole note is reached, when itcoun s one for the person who played the last card and completed thewhole note. 1 his gives a general idea only. Full directions, with
tel? *
r a number of different games, tables showing tho notes, reelsk y8, &c., accompany the game.
me
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„l°?h
learni
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play the 1>ian«. Organ, Violin, or any other instru-nt, those w ho sing; those who wish to rend music faster: iu fact, allwho are interested in music, nerd this charming game
It teaches the value of notes and rests.
The names of the notes.
The various keys in which music is written.
The different kinds of time.
Practice in musical fractions.
The easiest way to learn to read music.
You learn, while playing an interesting game.
It is readily learned, even by children.
Time devoted to playing this game is not wasted, u in most games.A splendid game for evening parties.A new departure—entirely unlike any other game.
Parents can teach their children the rudiments of music, even if notmusicians themselves. -
Interesting to old and young, beginner, and advanced alike
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r
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11 fl "d ‘heir advantage to nla*—. ,his game a while before beginning lessons
~
Price, 50 Cents.
Address Publisher,
THEO. PRESSER,
1704 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Mr. WM. H. SHERWOOD
CONCERT AND RECITAL PIANISTAlso Teacher of Music ana Pia„o pla}in„ >
Chickering Hall, New York.
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TUNING FOBKS.
FRENCH PITCH.
Large Size, A and C.
Small Size. A and C
PRICE 40 CENTS EACH.
These have been especially manufactured for us
address theo PRESSER,
1704 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
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